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President’s Message
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the International Color Association
(AIC) Interim meeting hosted by the Colour Group of South Africa. It is the first
time that an AIC meeting is held on the continent of Africa and it is an honour to
host this event.
This meeting is the highlight on the Colour Group’s calendar of events and
provides members with the opportunity to share technical knowledge and to establish or renew
contacts with experts in the field in a relaxed atmosphere.
South Africa’s arts and culture are as rich and varied as one might expect from such a diverse nation.
Therefore the themes of this interim meeting: “Colour in Fashion” and “Colour in Culture” are
especially suitable choices.
AIC 2006 is the premier technical event in South Africa this year for designers, artists, engineers and
scientists working in these fields. The range of subjects presented in the technical programme includes
colour in architecture and urban design, colour in cosmetics and fashion, colour preference studies,
colour psychology, colours and basic emotions, colour and branding, colour forecasting, colour
science education and more. It is a diverse mixture of professional interests that is characteristic of
this meeting.
In addition to a stimulating technical programme, delegates will have the opportunity to experience
Johannesburg, a sophisticated city at the gateway to a majestic continent. Affectionately known as
Egoli, the beloved “City of Gold”, the vibrant, exiting city offers visitors a large selection of
recreational, cultural and historical attractions.
To all delegates and accompanying persons, my best wishes for a rewarding and enjoyable congress.
Natasha van Tonder
President: Colour Group of South Africa
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Foreword
It is with great pleasure that the AIC holds its first meeting in the African
continent. Certainly, this is an occasion to celebrate, because even when we already
covered the five continents with regard to membership, for the first time we can say
that we have also reached the five continents with our meetings.
To date, 33 AIC congresses and meetings have been held, with the distribution
for continents shown in the “Meetings” column below. If we take into account the
present distribution of regular members in the AIC —that is to say, country
members, or national associations—, from the total of 25 countries, the figures are
as shown in the “Membership” column.

Continent
Europe
America
Asia
Oceania
Africa
Total

Meetings
Quantity
20
7
4
1
1
33

Percentage
61%
21%
12%
3%
3%
100%

Membership
Quantity
Percentage
15
60%
4
16%
4
16%
1
4%
1
4%
25
100%

Thus, we can see that the relationship between meetings and membership distribution is fair enough,
except for a little difference in favor of America and against Asia: having both continents 4 countries
within the AIC —i.e. the same membership—, more congresses were held in America than in Asia.
But a better balance will be reached next year, 2007, with the Midterm Meeting in China.
This AIC Interim Meeting in Johannesburg is also the fourth in the list of meetings and congresses
held in the South hemisphere. In this regard, while 20% of the AIC membership is composed of
Southern countries, only 12% of the meetings have been hosted in the South.

Hemisphere
North
South
Total

Meetings
Quantity
29
4
33

Percentage
88%
12%
100%

Membership
Quantity
Percentage
20
80%
5
20%
25
100%

Again, these statistics will become slightly more balanced in 2009, with the 11th Congress being held
in Australia.
I want to acknowledge the local organizing committee and the international scientific committee
for their work towards making this AIC Interim Meeting in South Africa possible, and I wish the best
success to it. I am sure that after the meeting, and by reading these proceedings, we will get a better
understanding of the complexities of color in culture and color in fashion.

José Luis Caivano
AIC President
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Color Cosmetic Assessment For China
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Tea Break
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Ms B Stahre(Sweden)
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Time Thu 26 Oct 06
08:30
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ABSTRACT
The study aims at searching for the progression of the design students’ intuitive and analytical
attitudes in colour decisions by means of aesthetic values in basic design education. Thus, the study
has been conducted to search for these approaches with an empirical study with the basic design
students of Bilkent University, Department of Interior Architecture and Environmental Design. The
results of the study show that during the progression of colour education in basic design, the students’
colour decision tendencies towards subjective and intuitive attitudes have a decrease and their
tendencies towards knowledge-based and analytical attitudes have an increase.
1. INTRODUCTION
Colour can be defined as a subjective preference, an experience and an intuitive sense, or as a theory
and a science. Design education regards colour as a scientific theory by means of reasoning. Design
students learn colour in a way of traditional and objective methods in colour education. Colour
education aims at providing design students to be able to understand colour theory and features to use
colour harmony arrangements in visual composition 1.
People have –more or less – an acquaintance with colour, so do the design students, which depend
on their personal preferences, subjective experiences, and socio-cultural attributions. Design
education does not ignore or rejects students’ subjective experiences and accumulation; however they
can be enriched and honed with knowledge. Basic design education is the first step to cultivate design
students’ subjective attitudes towards colour. Consequently, colour education in basic design is one of
the important stages in order to improve students’ visual thinking and reasoning needed for further
colour designs.
2. EMPIRICAL STUDY
2.1. Aim of the Study
Students of basic design have personal, subjective and intuitive sets of values, preferences and
attitudes. Light states that students of design have more or less developed intuitions and these
subjective responses can be enriched and cultivated 2. When these preferences and values are
cultivated, it is expected that their intuitive attitudes transform into and supported by objective and
analytical sets of approaches. Before going into further discussions asking the following questions are
necessary. How these intuitions and subjective responses appear and/or disappear during the basic
design education? What kind of relations exists and/or can be observed between the appearance
and/or disappearance of intuitive and subjective responses and theoretical and analytical acquirements
during the progression of the basic design education?
If these claims are inferred for this case, the major concern of the study is to analyze the
progression and cultivation of basic design students’ intuitive and analytical attitudes in colour
decisions by means of aesthetic values on two-dimensional projects. Consequently, in order to analyze
the validity and the accuracy of these statements, it has been studied by means of an empirical study
involving the basic design students of Interior Architecture and Environmental Design (IAED)
department of Bilkent University.
2.2. Methodology of the Study
Basic design education in IAED depends upon the basic design studio courses which comprises of
two semesters, two days/ nine hours per week. In the first semester of basic design education, design
elements as tools, and design principles as themes which are taken from the Gestalt Theory of
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Perception for the supportive formulations of the visual language are brought together in twodimensional plane and followed by three-dimensional organizations3. The second semester of the
basic design studio has been programmed as an introduction to architectural design by including
human dimensions and informal distances, openings, natural lighting, and functional organizations 4.
As the study focuses on the 2D colour compositions, only the period in which 2D design projects of
the 2002-2003 first (fall) semester of the basic design studio in IAED was investigated.
There were three critical stages of 2D projects that the basic design students faced with during the
colour applications in basic design studio course which were; a. Name-Poster project (sketch
problem), b. 2D-Pattern project, and c. 2D-Organization project.
a. Name-Poster project was the first day basic design studio work of the fall semester, which required
students to collage their names by the technique of cut and paste with the media of coloured papers,
magazines and newspapers onto the 40*70 cm. grey card boards. They were free to use colour,
texture, and material. This project was important to introduce students to design education, to
understand the level of their visual thinking, and to unfold the ability to design because the students’
colour, colour composition and design decisions were based on their intuitive attitudes and their
background experiences.
b. At the second project of 2D-Pattern, the basic design students were demanded to use the primary
colours, black and white and their mixtures on A4 drawing paper by the technique of cut and paste
with the media of gauge colours at third week of the semester. Although the students had not studied
colour analytically, its theory and compositional principles, this process was significant for colour
education in basic design. This led them to subjective experimentation ².
c. In the 2D-Organization project, the basic design students employed a knowledge based and
analytical approach. The approach of ranges was from achromatic or monochromatic scales to full
spectral harmonies. In this project, the students learned fundamentals and basics of colour theory and
its compositional harmony, and inter-relation between visual organizational principles. It was required
to use the basic principles of organizations and colour theory principles by the cut and paste technique
with the media of gauge colours on 35*50 cm. thick paper at the seventh week of the semester. The
2D-Organization was the last project of the two-dimensional designs of the fall semester.
2.3. Participants
The participants were the first year basic design students of Interior Architecture and Environmental
Design Department of Bilkent University. The total population of basic design comprised of 81
students, however the repeating students of basic design course were omitted in order to prevent the
bias that would occur. The students who did not submit any of the three projects were excluded as
well. Finally, the study eventuated 30 from 50 basic design students who attended to the interview.
Consequently, each 30 student had three projects.
2.4. Procedure
All of the participants were required to fill an open-ended questionnaire at the end of each project they
submitted. The questionnaire was based on one important question, which questioned the basic design
students’ colour decision criteria. In addition, the questionnaire was supported by other questions in
order to expand the main question. Consequently, the questionnaire comprised of four questions
which aimed at clarifying the reasons and decisions of the students about the colours on their projects
and the same questions were asked for each project.
2.5. Data Analysis of the Projects
The data were collected from the answers of the interview of the three 2D projects and the
generalizations were made under the headings of a certain criteria. The answers of students’ colour
decisions were analysed in relation to the existence or not existence of the criteria. The analysis and
comparisons were generated by the frequency and relative frequency distributions, and bar graphs
were used to display the dispersion of basic design students’ colour decisions of the two-dimensional
projects. The criteria derived from the development of an aesthetic experience in human nature are as
follows.
Subjective/ Intuitive/ Heuristic

Objective/ Knowledge-base/ Analytic
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Preference
Symbolic

Formal
Thematic
Systematic

Preferences dealt with likes, pleasantness and arousal; symbolic values referred to connotative
and associational meanings and attributions, which might be justified in socio-cultural environment.
Formal attitudes depended upon Gestalt theory of principles and reasoning in design. In accordance
with the theme or the concept of the projects of the organizational principles, thematic attitudes of
colour decisions were considered as analytical decisions. Systematic attitudes carried on visual
thinking and reasoning in colour design by colour theories and colour harmony principles.
Consequently, formal, thematic, and systematic attitudes depended upon theoretical and analytical
levels of design. Even though, colour preferences and symbolic values based upon subjective and
intuitive approaches; formal, thematic, and systematic attitudes relied upon analytical and knowledgebased colour decisions.
2.6. Results of the Analysis
All the three projects were analyzed and the proper progression among the projects of the NamePoster, the 2D-Pattern, and the 2D-Organization was observed. The Figure 1 displays the frequency
distribution of basic design students’ colour decisions on three projects.
Number of Participants

35
30
25

Name-Poster
2D-Pattern
2D-Organization

20
15
10
5
0
Preference

Symbolic

Formal

Thematic

Systematic

Criteria

Figure 1. Bar Graph for the Distributions of the Projects
In Name-Poster project, the basic design students’ colour preferences (rƒ= 0.452) were observed
preliminarily. These preferences were composed of their favourite colours. Following, although the
students had not had theoretical knowledge about colour besides their past and background
accumulations, their colour decisions depended upon formal attitudes such as harmony, contrast of
colours and legibility of their names on the poster (rƒ= 0.309). Moreover, it was examined that the
students had conscious associational and symbolic attitudes towards colour decisions on this project
(rƒ= 0.214). Hence, the students’ colour decisions have the common distribution on the intuitive
attitudes. In 2D-Pattern project, formal attitude in colour decisions was more dominant than any of
the parameters that sum up the set of criteria (rƒ= 0.348). Although the colour preferences (rƒ= 0.186)
and the symbolic values (rƒ= 0.209) of the students’ decisions were not abandoned, the frequency
distribution of the 2D-Pattern project was not as high as it was in the Name-Poster. Also, the tendency
towards systematic approach was observed (rƒ= 0.255). In this project, it was examined that basic
design students’ colour decisions both depend upon their intuitive and analytical attitudes. Although
basic design students do not have proper theoretical knowledge about colour, they were conscious
about reasoning while designing in this process. Hence, the evaluations showed that there was an
increase of the analytical attitudes of the students. In 2D-Organization project, the analysis pointed
out that in the dispersion of the colour decisions had a decrease in the intuitive attitudes– preferences
(rƒ= 0.107) and symbolic (rƒ= 0.047) – of the students. However, there seemed to be an increase in
systematic (rƒ= 0.345) and thematic (rƒ= 0.297) approaches. Also, formal attitudes of the students’
were the highest frequency than any other projects (rƒ= 0.202). Students have learned the basics and
objective approaches of colour theory and colour harmony, and the basic elements and the principles
of visual organization. The students’ colour decisions have the common distribution and progressive
development to the analytical attitudes.
3. DISCUSSIONS and CONCLUSIONS
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During the progression of colour education, the tendency towards referring subjective and intuitive
attitudes had a decrease and an increase was observed towards knowledge-based and analytical
attitudes in colour decisions. This dual process framework in decision theory is explained by two
systems, which are heuristic (intuitive) system processing, and analytic system processing in decision
making5. Thus, the intuitive attitudes of the basic design students were the result of the heuristic
system processing, and knowledge-based approaches were the outcome of the analytic system
processing.
Considering the discussed progressing of decision-making, Parsons states that development of
aesthetic experience in human nature is divided as heuristic and analytic, as well. Researches
analyzing the development of aesthetic experience come to the conclusion that this development
constitutes of four stages; a. Preferences and symbolic meanings, b. Formal aesthetics: questions of
balance, harmony, contrast, etc., c. Thematic and expressive qualities of an object, and d. Aesthetic
qualities of an object itself6. Consequently, this development showed a similarity with development in
aesthetic experience in human nature and that of in the progression of the basic design students’
colour decisions towards their three two-dimensional projects in basic design education.
With the analysis, it has been concluded that, there has been a progression and cultivation in the
attitudes of the basic design students’ colour decisions in basic design education. At this stage, the
initial interest for research findings should be most easily developed by not only increasing the total
population of the empirical study but also analyzing the cultivation processes of the second, third and
the last year students’ intuitive and analytical attitudes in colour decisions of design education. The
research should be expanded with the other design disciplines and universities as well. The
relationship between the progression of the students’ colour decisions and their successes on the
projects should also be investigated for the further studies.
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contemporary art culture HUM 736 and New materials for contemporary art HUM 611.
The Laboratory of Light and Materials was created to meet the needs that arose in the study of the
language of images which revises the constituent elements of the image in contemporary art and its
teaching implications. The research focuses mainly on a revision of LANGUAGES by analysing their
generating elements: THE GENETIC ELEMENTS OF THE PLASTIC AND VISUAL IMAGE.
Plastic and visual language is configured as a system of systems, a complex system which includes
the traditional systems of perception, colour study, etc., whilst synthesising elements of physics,
psychophysics and cultural studies as one inter-related whole. The confluence of these studies
comprises a useful tool in the creation of new strategies and a fresh approach to the analysis of
images:
o

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES: perception, physiology, elemental
physics, technology of materials, optics and psychology.

o

PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHO-PHYSICS, COGNITION, CULTURAL STUDIES. System of
capturing and producing images of the world in all its cultural diversity and possible referents.

o

The reality of the analogies and correspondences in the naturally interdependent systems of
capturing and producing images is present in the SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS.

In this context, the subject of study is the Microsystem of Appearance which agglutinates and is the
essence of the interaction of other systems such as colour, form and those related to the nature of
matter. The study demonstrates that Light, Matter, Space and Time are “Generating Elements”, and it
takes into account the processes of interaction, giving equal importance to both elements and
processes, in constant expansion as a defining feature of contemporary art works.
The objectives of the work and projects carried out within the framework of the Laboratory of Light
and Materials develop a number of applications, uses and expressions of the five primary sensations
which make up the System of Appearance: transparency, translucence, matt opacity, specular opacity
and darkness. Along with their three pairs of variation types in relation to space, matter and the
situation of the receptor (the geometry which is generated by all of them): permeability/opacity,
absorption/luminosity, and regularity/diffusion, all are included in current and twentieth century
plastic and visual work and architectonics.
Teaching related to the spatial distribution of light is based on the System of Appearance. This refers
to the physical phenomena which produce specific sensations revealing both the complexity of
perception and the referents in the physical world which make perception possible. It is thus
concerned with the visual relations through which we get to know the world. The System of
Appearance also manifests as a constitutive strategy in the creation of an artistic image. Thus the
Laboratory of Light and Materials has been created as a teacher training area where art students
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experiment using the results of the project for two purposes: 1) to create a typological system of
strategies used by artists 2) to further research into new developments.
Developments in the plastic and visual arts and open systems of interpretation based on hermeneutics
include:
Construction and posterior reading of the image. Light, spatial and material referents and their
inter-relations.
Links between genetic elements and traditional constituent elements.
Comprehension of each element activated by a synthesising inter-relation between all of
them.
Materializations and their referential images, virtual images, etc.
Real sense and interpretation.
Contextual sense and interpretation.
Strategies based on alteration, transgression and shifts in new forms of language.
Redefinition of the mute language of nature in the language of the plastic and visual language.
Detection of new strategies to widen the developments of these languages.
Analysing and interpreting works from the angle of their physical existence has frequently been
overlooked in the study of plastic languages, and really constitutes nothing more than the semantic
study of the constituent physical elements, beginning with an analysis of the superior syntactic level
itself of that which can be sensed and leading to an analysis on a pragmatic or morphological level.
The absence of study regarding the first level or signifying substratum results in a loss of sense when
analysing a work of art.
New ways of working which are emerging have led to an enrichment of the creative process bringing
about an extension of languages and a call for a redefinition of the interpretive projection, the
constructive projection and the pedagogical projection.
Research is related to the System of Appearance in plastic and visual works. The Laboratory of Light
and Materials has run the following activities, courses, lectures and workshops:
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1. Course and workshop: Technology of illumination for Fine Art, directed by Prof. Mauricio
Rinaldi (Argentina) for the teaching staff at the University of Granada Fine Arts Faculty and for
the scientific update of the research groups, March 2002.
2. Prof. Rinaldi is a visiting professor who has come to the University of Granada Fine Arts Faculty
to review the illumination material necessary for research in the Laboratory. 2001-2003.
3. Course and workshop 2005 Maribel Domenech Look at me, listen to me.
4. Course and workshop 2004: Reflection on and experience of space: art and philosophy, given by
the Australian artist Narelle Jubelin and Prof. Luis Sáez Rueda of the Department of Philosophy
of the University of Granada.

5. Site-Specific Project 2005: Universe extracted from a dream: Hamman. Cultural approximation
and plastic recreation. Fernanda García Gil, Gertrudis Román y Sara Teva Almendros.

6. Course and workshop 2006: Projects and Identity: transformation and technology and
conscience, with philosopher Marcus Weiglt and plastic artist Susana Vidal.
7. Changing your Perception by Teresa Vida Sánchez. An installation comprising translucent colour
fields set on Asbach Street in Weimar and provoking perceptual transformations in passers-by.
The natural views which they had been accustomed to seeing on a daily basis were now being
altered. The installation opened up new perspectives in a playful way. Weimar, Germany 2004.
8. Course and workshop 2005 Daniel Canogar Zero Gravity.
9. Workshop: Image/Imaginary: interdisciplinary nature of the artistic image, consisting of two
blocks: a series of lectures given by writer and lecturer Román Gubert in March 2002; a practical
workshop given by plastic artist María Zárraga, who researches into transparency and light in the
digital image, 2002-2005.
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BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH:
We have experienced the synergy resulting from plastic artists, architects and professionals from other
areas working together and sharing complementary and confluent knowledge bases, an approach
favoured by the university, whose objective is teaching and research. The results of such interaction
leading to a continuous process of interchange benefiting society at large can, in our view, be
summarised in the following way:
1

Providing a contribution to the general theory of knowledge in terms of the interaction
of Light and Matter, allowing us to know, and thus predict, how these elements behave
when creating varied plastic spaces, scenographic, architectonic, etc.

2

Making explicit all the possible light variables and their applications, according to the
specific materials which allow the illumination of plastic, architectonic, scenographic
and urban spheres. By being familiar with the inter-relation of all the elements involved
and by using established variables and standardised models – types of light, light
sources, projectors, materials and spaces with their textures and colours – the referents
of the images sought can be reassessed or created.

3

As a result, a body of systemised knowledge can be obtained which includes the latest strategies
in scientific philosophy, such as chromatology, optical and psychological aspects of perception,
and above all, the interaction of systems traditionally studied in isolation, in an open microsystem.
The benefit of combining Art + Science + Technology enriches the languages of art, creating new
iconographies, new ways of teaching and researching into art. Throughout history the latest, most
up-to-date technology has always been incorporated into the imaginary of art and culture.

4

By means of the proposed experimentation, the Laboratory of Light and Materials also allows the
materialisation of images that are technologically virtual in terms of their presentation and
representation. It can be said that the totality of the technology potentially used in the creation of
an image is contained within its materialisation and dematerialisation. The Laboratory creates a
bridge between the comprehension of the work observed and other technologies related to the
image.

5

The research aims to contribute to the development of new didactic material providing greater
knowledge of the elements constituting art and related areas. Main beneficiaries are students and
researchers in all fields of art or architecture and other research areas in the arts, sciences or
technology, as well as society in general.
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Abstract: The fads of decoration and unisex-style are sweeping on the international dressing
industry with plural styles with soft color and delicate details. However, the campus in Beijing
seems a bleach land of the dressing fad. Why are man students in Beijing so indifferent to the
fashionable colors and fad? The author prepared a questionnaire on “the color preference on
dressing of man students in Beijing’s universities”. In consideration of their family, living status,
surrounding and Chinese culture, color education, this essay tries to analyze these students’
preference on colors and dressing, and their conception on the fad of dressing.
Beijing is a charming metropolis, mixing long-history cultural traditions, progressive artistic
activities and multiple fads. In the period crossing Spring and Summer, the fad of men’s dress is
filled with a variety of colors. Soft pink is striped with grey; the keynote of black and gray is
delighted among the charming colors. What’s more, lots of elements doomed to women’s dress,
say, flouncing, embroidery of national customers and pearl-shaped pins, are incorporated in
men’s dress, displaying a kind of tender but unisex beautify. However, the man student’s clothes
look so different to the extent that youngster’ clothes are simple and traditional against the fad in
Beijing. In order to seek for the reasons behind such myth of difference, the author took a
sampling with a questionnaire on “Youngster Students’ Color Preference on Dressing in Beijing’s
Universities ” and induced and analyzed their perception and preference on the colors of clothes.
This essay is going to analysis in details about the reasons embedded on young students and other
factors, psychologically and sociologically. In addition, I will present my own opinion on the
relation of color perception, the presentation of dressing’ color with economic development,
traditional culture and color education. .
1. Questionnaire and the object’s information.
For better communication with the objects, the questionnaire is pertinent, brief and concise.
Questionnaire includes the native place, specialty and parent’s professions. The theme is on
dressing’ color, for example, the favorite color, the color of clothes frequently dressed, the
favorite spring-summer dresses and autumn-winter dresses. The visual items are presented with
color cards or pictures of men’s dresses.
Beijing is a city with special characteristic and strong compatibility, full of colorful
fashionable elements. University campus in Haidian District, located in the northwestern Beijing,
appears in a different spectacle in the author’s eyes from the metropolis’ fad. This objects of
investigation targeted on the man undergraduates and postgraduates respectively in Tsinghua
University, Peking University and Ren Ming University, in a total number of 100, where there are
68 undergraduates and 32 postgraduates. By discipline, the objects are classified into literature,
science and art, 35 from literature and art separately and 30 from the art (see graph 1). Since there
three universities are the most famous in China and thus their students are almost the top students
from various regions in China, 35 % objects are from the large cities like Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Wuhan, and Qingdao; the rest, 65%, are from mid-and small cities or countries. In
this sense, their family background is greatly differentiated (see graph 2).
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Graph 1 Classification of Disciplines
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2. Data Analysis
The investigation collects 1,400 basic data and gain over 150 comprehensive data through
statistic and analysis. All these data clearly reveal the preference of interest in dressing’ colors,
embraced to these man students in the universities.
2.1 Simple dressing
In general, in these three universities, man students’ dressing has nothing fashionable in a few
percent of fashionable color and dress style. They does not rebel against the fad for demonstrate
their personality. Simple dressing looks natural and practical and is very much matched with their
social role. In their day-to-day clothes, most of students wear in purplish blue, white or grey, and
the brightness and transparency is little low.
Table 1 man students’ color preference on dressing (Unit: person)
Disciplines

Literature

Science

Art

Total

Favorite

Percent
age

Colors
Purplish blue

11

14

4

29

29

White

12

6

8

26

26

Grey

5

3

10

18

18

2

2

2

6

6

Grey green and
dark green
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In the part on the favorite spring-summer dress, the data displays that both the students of
literature and science are more constant and simple than the students of art. There are 34%
students like wearing shirt with sweater (graph.3), more students of literature and science that
those of art; 36.7% students of art like T-shirt with leisure trousers (graph. 4). Only one student of
art selects to wear professional short-sleeved sweater (graph.5); by contrast, 20% student of
literature and science respectively prefer to wear. The least number of students, by 6%, like to be
dressed with transparently pinky embroider knitting gown and white leisure trousers (graph 6).

Graph 3 shirt and knitting sweater

Graph 5

Graph 4 T-shirt and leisure trousers

Graph 6

short-sleeve sweater and leisure trousers embroidered knitting gown and leisure trousers

2.2 Preference to High Brightness and Transparency of the Colors
Apart from the dress, in concern with the color preference, those liking blue, say, acid blue
and sky blue, are in the majority of the students under the investigation, by 31%; the second
majority of students prefers to the color of green, i.e. jade green and grass green, is by 26%.
Another three colors, bright red, pansy and lemon yellow, are in the favor of the students by 10%,
8% and 7% respectively. Neither golden nor silver, two fashionable colors recently, is selected by
the students but 2 students of art (Table 2).
According to the items of color lump in the university students, high bright hue and high
transparent color are their favor, for example, acid blue, sky blue, emerald green and bright red.
The favored colors do not include pink or grey in fashion. Further, few students like black, white
and grey. As the data show, the majority of 43% students prefer bright hue and color. The
percentage of those like pink or grey is just 11% and 8% separately.
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Table 2 Color Lump Preference of University Students
Disciplines

Literature

Science

Art

Total

Percentage

Colors
Blue acid
blue, sky blue
Green emerald
green, grass
green
Bright Red

12

9

10

31

31

10

11

5

26

26

2

3

5

10

10

2

4

2

8

8

1

5

1

7

7

Silver

0

0

1

1

1

Gold

0

0

1

1

1

Pansy
Lemon Yellow

Graph 7 The comparison of the brightness and transparency
of color lump in favor of the man students
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2.3 In Love of Blue.
In respect to the color of day-to-day clothes or the preference to color lump, the color of blue is
the first choice of the man students. The difference lies in the distinct of hue. For example, the
students like to wear in purplish blue or Russian blue, both of which are of low hue, in their daily
lives. However, in the selection of color lump, most students choose acid blue in high hue and sky
blue in high transparency.
2.4. Distinctive Sex orientation Represented in Dressing
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University students seem not so interested in unisex dressing in the fad. The costumes of most
man students display their sex orientation. In the questionnaire, in the time of fashionable pink
man dress, 35% students conceive this color so womanly and strongly do not like such style of
dress. 30% students are not interested in this color. Only 11% students select this color anddress
in it.
Table 3 Man students’ preference to the pinky dress
2.5 Not much interested in color and the fad of dress.
In the items of the interest in colors and fad, 64% of students show a usual interest to color
and 78% of students hold the same attitude towards the fad. But the percentage of students of art
is higher than those of literature and science in regard of the interest in color.
Disciplines

Literature

Science

4

3

Art

Total

Percentage

Attitude
Liking and
Dressing
Liking but not

4

11

11

8

7

9

24

24

uninterested

7

12

11

30

30%

Not liking

16

13

6

35

35%

dressed

3. Analysis on the Result of the Investigation
3.1 The Influence of Gender Culture
Generally, costume is inscribed to gender. In various ways distinguishing woman-like and
manly-like styles, costume is the most direct and effective one. Biological basis decides male and
female, and the man-like and woman-like personalities are culturally formed. In term of cultural
attribution, the male promote their male characteristics through costume and presents their manly
power. It is a common social phenomenon. As shown in the result of the investigation, the dresses
of man students in Beijing are commonly neat and decent as acceptable as social morale. The
majority of students does not care of fad or sedulously dress up in their day-to-day lives. Such
conception results from the social and cultural attribution of man. It has been believed that the
male shall be strong and firm, erudite and versatile. Therefore, the male is usually connected with
some “serious” events, e.g. politics, business and war. Even in the contemporary society with
plural cultures, the mainstream concept of man lies in that man should behold manly personality
and man shall struggle for their career achievement. In this sense, man students don’t take time
and efforts on the care and pursuit of the fads. As they conceive, the most significance for a man
is academic study and personal career and thus the look is nothing important. The investigation
results demonstrate this conception. The interest of 74% man students in fads is not much interest
to the extent that they are reluctant to spend time in noticing the fashionable colors. Subsequently,
a large number of students have their dressing comfortable and convenient, adapted to their
identity and traditional aesthetic taste, rather than to cater to the fad. Alternatively, the simple and
practical dressing symbolizes a nature of Chinese students in their lives, essentially different from
the elements of simplicity in the fad.
3.2 The Influence of Traditional Chinese Culture and Collective Value
In the rapid economic growth, various cultures pop up in China. The emerge of consuming
culture produces charming men for common people and subsequently brings on man dress with
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unisex gender on streets of metropolis and the media. On the contrast, the university students
keep sharp gender differentiation: 65% of students are reluctant to pinky clothes appearing unisex
gender. The most of questioned students belong to the groups greatly affected by traditional
Chinese culture and collective value. In traditional culture, a means is given to identify
organizational gender. It is believed that a strong link is remained between woman and beautiful
appearance yet. The man-like personality is defined apart from anything related to woman,
including the pursuit to the fad and personal dressing or makeup. Though the concept of gender
may change in the development of a society, the power of traditional collective value still
reinforces such a recognition that the man’s dress must enhance to be more manly. In regard of
the costume, the traditional culture and value demand man’s dress to be austerity, avoiding any
sense of decoration; by contrast, lady’s dresses are opt to be romantic and diversified with
decorations. In term of color, men like their clothes in black, grey, blue and other color signifying
calming; ladies are fond of pinky-based colors on their dresses. A good example proves the
importance of blue in the recognition of color in traditional Chinese culture. Blue is the favorite
color of Chinese man because it is identified with the core of Confucian culture: the reserved and
mean. This color is so formal that “55.9% men are usually dressed in purplish blue and black in
the formal occasion, as purplish blue is an oriental style and, by comparison with the skin of
Chinese people, it appears solemn and reflects the color of skin”. Li Ting LI, “Rank of Dressing
Colour,” Art & Design-4 1995 Growing up in of such culture, Chinese men do not have their
emotion exposed on their appearance. Also, they are usually conformed to the public. Even
though the unisex color appears on the men’s dress in the trend of fad, most of students
instinctively treat such trend with traditional value and then keep themselves along with the
ideology of the mainstream – their preference is still to the dresses signifying the gender of man.
3.3 Influence of Environment
3.3.1 Influence of Region and Family
The objects of the investigation come from various places: 35% of them from large cities like
Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou; 65% from mid-or small-sized cities or countries. The
economically developed area enriches people’s recreation with a variety of entertainments and
significant sources for popular culture. However, in the area with less economic development,
people are reserved in thought and concept. They are not eligible to accept any new issues against
tradition. The difference between the families in urban city and village tailors the diversity of
aesthetics and penchant to the university students. The students from urban family own an open
mind to dressing and more easily accept diversified value. By comparison, those from village are
conservative. According to the questionnaire, 9% of students from village by no means accept
pinky dress, though 50% of students from urban family can accept it. Upon the interest in color,
the percentage of students from urban family is higher than those from village. If university
students are asked to select the type of spring-summer clothes, 86% of them like free style and
sport costumes. Only students living in the big cities choose gold and silver popular in the fad. As
a result, the fad can be understood a special system with economic restriction and regional
character in aspects of production and organization.
Family is other kind of influence on the student’s dressing. The living experience, working
conventions and values embedded in the parents are imposed to the establishment of the cultural
pattern for this unit. All of them are inherited to their children. Initially from simulating the
speeches, behaviors and social skills of their parents, children are saturated in the ethics of family.
The cultural pattern extends itself to the dressing. Children learn how to tie the button, recognize
the colors, the quality of clothes at their childhood and then consciously combine all the
knowledge learned together. The recognition of colors on the dress is deeply shaped in the family.
The cultures of family rise from the different classes. In term of dressing, the preference
displays variously among the students from the families in background of public institutes, of
self-employment and of finance. For example, 32.2 % of boys choose to wear blue stripe shirt and
large knitting sweater, a formal style deeply affected by their parent working in public institutes,
because this dressing is much matched to the serious atmosphere in the surrounding of office.
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44% of the students growing up in the family of finance choose outer garment and trousers for
their winter clothes, which, apparently, is the dressing convention of banking and financial
sectors. To the students from the family where the parents are free-laners, colorful and bright
leisure clothes and jean are chosen by 33.3% of them, exposing the free-mind and comfortable
style.
3.3.2 The Influence of University
Tsinghua University, Peking University and Ren Ming University are located in Haidian
District where dozens of universities are congregated here and there. Even Tsinghua and Ren Min
are both in the hi-tech development zone—Zhong Guan Cun. The wall of the campus turns to be a
screen departing the novice lives in the metropolis. Profound atmosphere of academy on the
campus encounter the exuberant temporal lives outside the wall. The flourishing fad runs through
the quick pace of live, dressing diversified and constantly changed; the students are congested in
their studies, living regular and peaceful.
Environment may bring about the statue of living. Academic research and technological
development demand ration, logic and prudence. In a consequence, the students on the campus
are much affected in their dressing habits, standards on events and attitudes towards lives. While
boy students pay attention to their study and care of the research of science, they, naturally, know
little about the fad. Simple and appropriate dresses are in favor of these students and blue,
purplish blue and blue grey are the mostly chosen colors. The color of blue represented with the
reserved and rational is completely saturated with the students’ tastes and academic atmosphere
on the campus. In this sense, the colors of gold and silver seem so much improper against the
campus. Therefore, the fashionable dressing and colors on the street of Beijing are afar and vague
to the students on the campus. Provided that they may love to see the nice dress, the relatively
isolated situation hinders the popular culture prevailing quickly throughout on the body’s
conception of dressing. At least, the proceeding of the popular elements in the fad is much tardier
on the campus that that outside.
In the investigation, a particular issue shall be taken into consideration. All man students love
blue so much that it on the top of the favorite color and of the color for their clothes. The case is
that the dresses are in purplish blue and blue grey in daily life though the acid blue with high
brightness and sky blue with high transparency are the best for the students. In addition, emerald
green, bright red and ultramarine are also on the first options in the favorite of color. However,
these colors are scarce in day-to-day dressing. It is believed that the contrast between the
conception of color and the daily dressing is due to the heavy pressure of study as well as the job
prospected. As it is mentioned that the students in the universities in Beijing are top students in
their local high school, they have to carry on the pressure from the taxing study in the
universities, the sincere expectation of family and the fierce social competitions. Physically and
mentally, they feel so tired. The colors with high transparence and brightness will be in priority
once they meet with, and the color of grey will have them much more depressed. In everyday
lives, the color of gray commonly dressed is mostly imposed by traditional culture, values, family
environment and dressing conception. In this sense, they are usually dressed in casual way for
simplicity and comfort rather than explicit color overlapping.
3.4 Problems of Color Education in China
Johannes Itten, a painter, once contended that the original essence of colors is constantly
changed and intangible. ( Johannes Itten, The Art of Color, Trans Du Ding Yu, ,Shanghai
People’s Art Press, 1985: Shanghai )The significance of colors demands deep conception and
experience. To grasp the myth of colors and the pleasure on colors, it is necessary to learn the
basic theory of color and understand the basic attribution and the visual, sentimental and symbolic
meanings of colors, in addition to the gift on the colors. In this sense, the investigation reflects
that university man students know little about the knowledge of colors and even are not much
interested in color. Only 32% of the students are interested in color, but 21 students are majored
in art and have received academic training in colors. 64% and 4% of the students are interested in
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color in common sense and not interested in color at all. As a result, the choice of color in favor is
completely different from those fashionable. It is understandable that the students turn their back
to the pinky and gray which are so popular in the fad. As far as I’m concerned, besides the
psychological cause, the real reason falls on the lack of qualified color education in the childhood.
The limited population and the qualification requiring improvement of color education lead to the
defective aesthetics and weak consciousness of the colors in the surrounding. All of these result in
the mess of dressing in the daily life.
4. Conclusion
Man students in the universities in Beijing love to wear simple and comfortable clothe in
purplish blue, white, grey and gray blue in order. Their favorite colors are acid blue, sky blue,
emerald blue and bright red in sequence. In these two perspectives, apart from the common color
of blue, there is a great difference against each other in other colors in terms of hue, brightness
and transparency. In their dressing are usually low transparent but they prefer to the colors with
high hue and transparency. A major number of the students are not interested in pinky unisex
clothes, and few students like fashionable issues or popular colors. As well, a few students are
interested in colors.
General speaking, the man students in the famous universities are much far away from the fad
in dressing. Specifically, the difference of favor of dressing colors is not much between the
students of science, literature and of art; the students of art may choose popular color, gold and
silver. In dressing spring-summer clothes, many students of art like to wear free-style clothes but
the students of science and literature may wear knitting sweater and shirt. Out of these
distinctions between the students from different disciplines, the students of art are dressed more
casual and closer to the fashion that those of literature and science. The favor of color is not
distinguished among the students with different academic degree, say, the undergraduate student
and the master candidates.
According to the data out of the investigation, here are the major reasons for the favor of
dressing color. At first, it is because of the gender of man inherited in traditional Chinese culture.
Men are required to maintain their manly personality and thus they are kept away from the
contact with the fad. Secondly, the students are affected by the different backgrounds in concern
of local culture, grow-up experience and family. As well, they all grow up in Confucian culture:
they are educated to be qualified with mean. They are apparently reserved and opt to be
introversive and modesty. Such personality does not allow them to be attracted by unisex man
dresses. Thirdly, the enclosed campus and imposing force of academic surrounding retards the
sensitivity of these students away from the fad. The progress of the fad on the campus is much
slow than it in the other field of metropolis. The pressure of study and society presses these
students to survive in their heavy study. Conversely, the physical and mental force against the
day-to-day color leads to their choice of bright colors. At last, the research on the indifference of
these students from the color in the fad shall not ignore the weak education on colors.
Out of this research, the wall standing between the tower of ivory and the noisy community
forms two completely two worlds. On the campus, the preference to dresses does not keep pace of
the changes in the society. In a distance from the fad in the society, this community of universities
formulates its own dressing style in fact. Probably, it is the wall of campus that produces a classic
dressing style: simple but rustic, an alternative of the constantly changed fad. In the stage where
the different dressing conception on the students against that of the fad, they conform themselves
to their own dressing concept ascribed to traditional Chinese culture and value. They does not run
after the fashionable dress but prefer to wear simple, casual one according to their own identity.
However, it is believed that the wide spread of color knowledge in the academic education will
change the preference of dressing color to a certain extent that they will bring the popular colors
in their aesthetics. Probably, there will appear surprising dressing and details in their clothes.
What’s more, it is imagined that some inspiration for the coming fad can be popped up from the
students’ dresses.
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The research on the dressing color is limited in the relatively small scope of famous universities
in Haidian District, Beijing. Such limit may cause the incomprehensive analysis out of the
collected data. It is hoped that a further research can be conducted in a more scope.
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Abstract
Colour research from different scientific traditions start from different basic questions and use different methods and concepts. This makes it difficult to communicate and to judge result relevance in a
wider perspective. Here we start from architects’ need of colour knowledge and discuss studies of
colour appearance and colour emotion. We conclude that the multitude of studies with different
approaches can be seen as cases, jointly adding to a widened and deepened understanding of colour.

Can different scientific approaches be reconciled?
This paper is written from the viewpoint of colour in its architectural context. Architects need
knowledge about colour in spatially complex situations. This includes rooms with walls, ceiling and
floor. It also includes building exteriors co-existing with other buildings, man-made artefacts and
surrounding nature. Thus architects and architecture would gain from a better understanding of colour
perception, space perception and their mutual interdependence. Issues like these have been dealt with
by colour researchers within the architectural profession and by artists. Similar questions are also
raised within the fields of e.g. colour science, colour vision and perception psychology. The methods
and terminology of these different disciplines differ, often to such an extent that we find it difficult to
communicate, although we might sense that we have something to learn from each other. Still
researchers from different disciplines and with different scientific approaches have all to gain from a
deepened collaboration. We have to discuss issues like: What research questions are fruitful for
different purposes; what are the limitations and prospects of different methodological approaches; to
what extent can results be relevant under other conditions than those of the study?
One basic problem, which has been pointed out by Paul Green-Armytage (PGA), is that we do not
even mean the same thing with the word colour.1 He has greatly improved our possibilities to
understand each other, by sorting out the ambiguous colour terminology. He has identified seven
different ’things‘ that are referred to by the word colour and calls them Conventional colour,
Substance colour, Formula colour, Spectral profile colour, Psychophysical colour, Inherent colour
and Perceived colour. Each of these categories is defined by its own specific means of identification
and some of them are further specified into sub-categories. Some of PGA’s colours can be understood
as physical properties, established by measuring instruments. Others are visual experiences whose
identification must depend on experiencing human beings. Psychophysical colour can be seen as
linking the physical and the visual through colorimetric tri-stimulus values and chromaticity diagrams.

Perceived colour in an architectural context
For architectural practice, there is a great need for a better understanding of several aspects of colour.
One of them is the relationship between, on one hand, the varying perceived colour in the real spatial
situation and, on the other hand, a constant colour aspect of the surface, specified in terms of e.g.
psychophysical colour, spectral profile colour or inherent colour. The questions could be posed: How
will this (inherent, psychophysical etc.) colour look in that room, or on that facade? And what
(inherent, psychophysical etc.) colour should be chosen to get the targeted perceived colour? Such
knowledge is essential for understanding how a room or building will look, even before it is built or
‘re-coloured’, and for prescribing the materials and paints that will lead to the planned result.
Questions within this field have been studied in interior rooms by Billger2 and Hårleman3 and on
exteriors by Fridell Anter4. Similar questions are also studied within the field of colour appearance,
primarily with other aims than to provide guidance for architectural design.5 Colour appearance
models are developed for the production of constant perceived colours irrespective of medium. A new
topic within this research are studies on how colours will appear in different sizes within full scale
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rooms.6,7 These studies ought to be interesting from an architectural point of view, but our differences
in problem formulation, method and presentation make it very difficult to relate them to real life
architectural situations. Their focus is on one wall only, and not at the rooms as a totality, and the
analysis of colours is based on separate qualities of the perceived colour (value, chroma, hue etc) and
not on the total colour perception.
Laboratory studies on colour appearance can provide precise numerical results that are very
reliable under the given conditions, but do not allow generalisation outside the given situation. Studies
in realistic architectural situations, on the other hand, can provide more general results in terms of
tendencies and directions that are not, and do not claim to be, very precise. High precision demands
full control of the situation, and that obviously cannot be done when you study complex real life. Such
studies can, however, with high reliability maintain, for instance, that a painted timber facade seen
from a distance is perceived less blackish than its inherent colour (Fridell Anter), and that a yellowish
room lit with direct sunlight is perceived more chromatic than an identical room facing indirect
skylight (Hårleman). From different examples conclusions on colour elasticity can be formulated,
telling how much the perceived colour of a specific material can vary within a range of given
conditions.

Recent studies on colour emotion
In architecture, colour is one of the important factors for creating emotional values in a room or a
building. Do people like or dislike specific colours or colour combinations in architecture, do they feel
joyful or sad and what associations do they get when being inside the coloured rooms? Studies on
colour emotion would seem very adequate for the understanding of how to use colour in order to
achieve the intended emotional results. Such studies investigate the relationship between colour and
human emotions, attitudes and evaluations. The aim can be to find correlations between colours and
basic human emotions like fear, anger and happiness7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or to investigate other attitudes and
evaluations evoked by single colours12, 13 or simple colour combinations14.
Oberascher et al have compared the emotional meaning of colours in different cultures. They
used different methods where verbal concepts for colours and emotions, colour samples and colour
compositions were assigned to each other. The colour samples used where chosen to represent easily
discernible colours that can be characterised as prototypical. Thus it seems like the study object would
be conventional colour (using PGA's classifications) and the aim of the study was to find possible
emotional implications of the idea of e.g. “red” rather than the exact colour sample that was used to
symbolise “red”. The results showed a high concurrence between emotion and colour, but also clear
differences both between and within the cultural groups.
da Pos & Valentini have approached similar questions with a very different method. They started
from seven human emotions that have been found “basic” in previous research (happiness, surprise,
fear etc.) and asked their subjects to “paint” suitable backgrounds for faces expressing these basic
emotions. The “painting” was made by adjusting the colours on CRT monitors. The authors conclude
that the results show an overall similarity with the first stage of the study by Oberascher et al.
The study of Ou et al works with a more limited definition of “emotion”. It was carried out in six
different countries, with the aim of investigating how cultures influence viewers’ emotional responses
and preferences to single colours and to colour pairs. The method was that of categorical judgement of
small squares on a digital screen, using the four scales “warm-cool”, “heavy-light”, “active-passive”
and “like-dislike”. To evoke emotions and attitudes a colour has to be seen, and this means that the
object of this and similar studies is the perceived colour in the specific observation situation. The
studies have, however, often used other definitions (most often psychophysical) of their study objects,
in order to obtain a controllable and replicable situation. Thus the results from a colour emotion study
in one situation cannot automatically be considered relevant in other situations where the same
psychophysical colours are perceived differently. This has been shown in comparisons between
attitudes to single colour samples and the same psychophysical colours presented in two-colour
combinations15, and in comparisons between emotions evoked by small colour samples on a screen or
white paper and by similar inherent colours when perceived in full scale rooms16.
The study of colour emotion is further complicated by the fact that emotions are not caused by
pure colour perceptions, but are largely depending on the situation in a broader sense. Often we are
strongly affected by cultural codes and connotations tied to the colours in the specific situation (often
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conventional colour, e.g. the notion that a bride should wear white without further specification). The
same goes for architecture. Janssens has shown that our positive or negative evaluations of facade
colours are strongly correlated to what is called the prototypicality of the colour. Most often we prefer
those facade colours that we are used to seeing on this type of building, and we often react negatively
when something, seemingly without reason, differs from what we would expect.17 With all this in
mind, we must read colour emotion studies with many reservations regarding their application in
architecture. But still, there is a good chance that some of their results may also be relevant in
architectural situations. Maybe this is true above all for those results that are rather general and do not
aim at the preciseness tied to a specific situation. One example of this is the finding of Nobbs et al
that the emotional impact of a combination seems to depend on the contrasts rather than the individual
colours. This conclusion could serve as a starting point for investigating similar questions in complex
spatial situations.

Colour emotion in an architectural context
Some studies specifically aim at exploring issues connected to architecture, planning or design, but
choose to work within a simplified context, to be able to control all preconditions and arrive at
detailed and clearly specified results. Miamoto’s study18 concerns a specific design problem, namely
that of choosing guiding colours on sidewalks etc. that would be clearly visible for persons with low
vision and at the same time provide visual harmony for people with normal vision. The latter part of
the problem could be seen as one of colour emotion (given a wide definition of the word). ’Harmony‘
(not defined in the report) between the chosen colour combinations was estimated by observers who
judged colour manipulated paper prints of different landscapes. Not unexpectedly, the results showed
that the greatest harmony was judged for combinations where the colours differed little in hue and
chroma and had different values – that is a type of combinations that also have high esteem in other
studies.19, 20
The study of Ishida & Kawaguchi21 aims to explore the visual impression of the cityscape through
observer assessment of activity, organisation and preference. Their observers are asked to assess
photos of cityscapes and simplified colour compositions derived from these photos. Thus the complex
architectural situation is reduced twice – firstly to photos and then to colour compositions – in order to
execute a study under repeatable and controlled circumstances. The aim of the study seems mostly
methodological, and the results imply that the second step of the reduction could lead to results that
also apply to the more complex photos. In the study of Brengman & Geuens22 the purpose was to
examine the different effects of colour in stores on the emotions and behaviour on the potential
customers. The subjects were shown colour-manipulated photos of a CAD-designed store, allegedly
selling furniture and accessories, and asked to answer questions about their feelings towards the
design. The conclusion was, that store interior colour could affect feelings of pleasure and excitement
as well as tension, but it is not reported what colours that gave what response. Thus the results only
say that colours could give these emotions, but do not give any hints about concrete application.

The three studies discussed above all work with simplifications of a complex spatial
situation and try to achieve results relevant for the complex situation itself. They do not,
however, show in a convincing way that the simplified two-dimensional representations
evoke the same emotions or valuations as their full scale three-dimensional counterparts, and
thus it is not possible to judge how relevant the results would be for real life design and
planning purposes. Also, the situations studied are so special that the conclusions could
hardly be generalised to other design and architectural problems.
Another type of study works directly with three-dimensional spatial set-ups, asking observers to
assess their feelings and evaluations while being inside full size or model rooms of different
coloration.23, 24 For model studies, Billger has concluded that colours and colour combinations are
perceived differently and evoke different emotional reactions if you (or at least your head!) are inside
the model room, as compared to viewing it from outside through a hole. The results from real room
studies may be considered to be highly reliable for the studied situation studied, but can be suspected
of having limited value for other architectural situations, where connotations and expectations are
different. There would certainly be cultural differences. For example, Hårleman found that her
Swedish subjects had strong feelings regarding pink rooms and often associated them with feminine
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values – positive or negative. This is, however, not universal, as can be noticed by the use of pink also
for strictly male localities in other parts of the world. Also the design, form, size etc. of experimental
room ands its materials would arouse certain emotions and associations that would be difficult to
separate from those evoked by the colours.

Conclusions
The discussion above shows that neither results from colour appearance studies nor those from colour
emotion studies could be considered directly applicable in other situations than those of the study
itself. As for the specific field of architecture, we might be forced to accept that results that are both
precise and general are not possible. When studying complex situations we can gain understanding
through finding tendencies and possibilities rather than exact data. A thorough analysis of existing
architectural environments can, in addition, highlight problems, questions and patterns that have so far
not been paid attention to, and provide the tools for better thinking and seeing.25
Although they cannot be easily compared and combined, the multitude of studies with different
approaches and methodology provide understanding of an increasing number of cases, which will
gradually make it possible to draw more generalised conclusions. Knowledge and understanding
obtained this way is neither precise nor very reliable, but it can point out probable tendencies and, not
least important, generate hypotheses for further research. Unorthodox discussions and comparisons
between research from different disciplines could disclose unexpected concordance as well as deep
discrepancy. One important gain could be to clarify where we agree and where we do not agree. To
what extent are our seemingly contradictory results caused by different methods and concepts, and
how could these be reconciled? We hope for a continuing cross-disciplinary discussion on these
issues!
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Abstract
A special local color, cengâr (=Ιος, Ios in Greek and Verdigris in English) as a reflection of the
common cultures of Cyprus, The Green Island, owes its survival to its symbolic universe. The case
study of a cultural model related to color will expose the background of this cultural perception. The
meeting of this brilliant blue-green with gök, the astral blue and the mystical green in Turkish, is
identified in the various aspects of the sacred. Even more surprisingly, vowing pieces of cloth in
cengâr tied to saint tombs are like a memory reflecting the heritage of a distant past.
Introduction
Cengâr is an element of a language and dialect specific to Northern Cyprus, and is situated in the
corpus of green. The importance of this beautiful bluish green, denoting the color of rust on copper, is
in its linguistic and cultural survival. As a color field it has a multidimensional universe of
significance in comparison to its equivalents ios (Greek) and verdigris (English) which both are
absolete. Accordingly, the color term is a copper green, a green patina which is the rust of copper.1
While cengâr in the dialect of Gaziantep means the green rust of copper,2 old denominations cengârî 3
and jengâri 4 are defined as the green of rust of copper. Cengâr in the dialect of Cyprus is located in
this color field with the verbal form relating to copperware and its similars.5
From the past to present the story of cengâr derives from the common cultures of Cyprus, legendary
as a green island and a green paradise. The myth begins with the worship of a Green Goddess,
Aphrodite, with ‘green grass growing up her’ … well-shaped ‘feet’ as said once upon a time by
Hesiod. 6 And, in the verses sang by Euripides, she created there (in Cyprus) ’the paradise island’ to
weave the soul-enchanting spell.7 Besides being a self-contained realm, its wealth was legendary.
Strabo in AD 23 mentions the extensive copper mines at Tamassos.8 From this time on, the
correspondence between copper and the planet Venus, which is also symbolized by the color green, is
associated with Aphrodite9 as well. Finally, it is also important to remember that Cyprus gives copper
its name, probably deriving from L. Cyprium (aes), copper of Cyprus as cuprum.10 In this framework
it is possible to consider ios (Ιος χαλκου Ios kalkon = rust of copper)11 in relation to the greens of
Aphrodite and as one of the first representatives of the ios/verdigris theme.
All this seems to confirm the most common green of the palette proposed to the west as viride
Graecum, a green of Greece.12 The etymology of verdigris in English and in French vert-de-gris both
seems to reflect this.13 Another approach is the German word spangrün, connoting the Arabs who
brought it to Europe via Spain. Verdigris, identical to jengâri, the Persian root of the Ottoman usage,
is a collective term for copper acetates that range in color from green to blue. It is described as a
moderately transparent bluish green with low stability. Various sorts of verdigris can be divided into
basic or neutral.14 In spite of its damages mentioned in literature, it was treated where there was a
need for such a bright and intense blue green until the nineteenth century. And, figuring in all kinds of
paintings, verdigris/jengâri could exist in panel and easel paintings, miniature and illuminations as
verdigris of the Occident and jengâri of the Orient.
Cyprus and the Symbolics of Green
A radical change of the myth of the green island corresponds to the birth of Islam and the periods of
Islamic invasion. The Islamic raids to Cyprus in the beginning of the 7th century have supported the
legend of the conversion to Islam by a holy myth, Cezire-t-ül Hadra. This is the equivalent of the
concept of the green island in Arab. Behind this holy substratum Mohammad and the concepts of the
disciple and the martyrdom are reflected, all symbolized by the color green. The common point of all
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these greens is that they belong to heaven. The legend begins with a dream of the prophet Mohammad
where he has a vision of the first sea conqueror companions entering into heaven in the name of
God. 15 But after this good news, the death of the sainted woman Umm Harâm (or Hala Sultan) who is
the foster mother of the prophet heralds and forms the first martyr of Cyprus,16 the source of the
Cypriot Islamic identity. Cyprus or cezire-t-ül hadra is the land where the lady disciple who was on
the way to paradise and eager to reach the promised paradise, enters paradise. Here, the element
which transfers the astral paradise to the earthly paradise, is green. For the first time, green appears as
a part and an expression of this sanctity. In this context, it will be more convenient to understand the
expressions ‘a very green island’ or ‘paradise island’ as the concrete metaphors of this mystic
content.
As seen in the verses ‘Dürre-i zâtına Kıbrıs sadef olmaktandır - Anı Deryâ-yı Sefîd aldı âguşe
tamam’, Cyprus is a mother-of-pearl and the holy martyr is the pearl of that shell with the
Mediterranean embracing her. Here, the Mufti of Cyprus, Hilmi Efendi, has used Aphrodite’s symbols
in his
poetry. 17 We then see that Hala Sultan who utilized the convergence between idolatry and
Christianity to reinforce her power of sanctity by which miracles are worked turns the idea of paradise
and green to a very new symbolics. Parallel to Aphrodite’s stone, her sepulcher is enclosed by an
antique trilithon which can be considered as an important echo of the belief of the female principle
and the cult of the holy stone.18 This stone, which is told to have been suspended in the air
miraculously seems to be a metaphor of the Holy Cross of Christ that had been brought to a small
chapel on the Trodos Mountain by Saint Helena and was raised and suspended without being attached
nowhere. Indeed, because of Hala Sultan`s thaumaturgic powers she grows into an important cult of
martyr and her humble shrine which is held in great veneration by her believers in time became a
complex with a convent and a small mosque to which the Mohammedans perform pilgrimages.
At long last the appearance of cengâr, brought to the island by Turks, was in scene in the 16th century.
Did it come only as an element of language or as a sign of a subtile color salience of textile art, or
with jengâri, the same bluish green of the Ottoman tents? All is possible. In the history of color of the
Turkish Cypriot community, the green represents these people and their religious identity. Particularly
during the English reign, the green banner was more accepted than the national red flag that was
forbidden for political motives. In this context its importance depends more on its rich concepts of
color fields rather than communicating as a mere sign of identification. Green is the color of
Mohammad, it also symbolizes his banner and the members of the family of the prophet, the
‘seyyids’. In addition, the angels and the saints wear green19. The color of paradise20 which is depicted
having green furniture and green cushions21 is attached to a representation of the eternal garden
which is an emerald green22. At this point we should not be too surprised when the Türbe/Mausoleum
which is connected to the series of mourning colors23 like ‘gök’-blue, violet, black and green becomes
denominated by an other color term “türbe yeşili” or the “mausoleum-türbe green”, the green of the
tombs. When analyzing cengâr as a dialectal existence and a local color, and its position in a symbolic
context, it should be evaluated in the framework of the paradise green and the emerald green that are
determined by the context of the Islamic green, and with türbe green, which reflects religious, cultural
and social aspects. But both the religious and the sacred, besides the syncretic and traditional ritual of
türbe, are a practice peculiar to Cyprus. Being located in the interval of blue-green, cengâr’s position
should be considered as a signifier that relies on the signified gök. The symbolic power of cengâr is
original and unique and is born from the relationship between the manifestation of the hierophany of
the sacred and the symbolics of gök. This is the most significant connection that will secure its
survival as a religious culture as well as a subcultural element.
A Cultural Model related to Color
Today, cengâr/verdigris is a cultural perception which expresses itself visually in Cyprus. In spite of
the burning sun, we can still see it as a color preference in the architectural context with its
glamourous and powerful tones. This is considered as a sign of continuity of the past, yet cengâr’s
real significance comes from its survival with all its differences as a hue of its hyperonym, not
because of its common features with other greens of Cyprus. Therefore cengâr as a permeability
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between blue and green, seemingly represents the equivalency of gök and yeşil, the Turkish blue and
green. Thus, it appears to unite the pre-Islamist status of the divine and holy blue of gök, Turkish
’sky’, with green, the symbolic color of Islam as seen on the inscription of Selimiye Mosque or Saint
Sophia. In addition, veils in cengâr signal the saint tombs. Even more surprisingly, the cengâr cloth
pieces tied on the tombs’ window grills to make a wish are like a real memory reflecting the heritage
of a distant past.
Cengâr on Saint Sophia
Cengâr creates a morphology specific to Cyprus in the official and the popular religion as reflected in
the manifestation of the sacred on the most important monument of Cyprus, the inscription of Saint
Sophia. It was placed in honor of Emperor Sultan Aziz’s visit in 1874.24 This historical representation
symbolizes the cathedral-mosque, the country and the Moslem islanders. It has a certain quality that
fits with the architectural image and exposes the aesthetic level of the people. The remarkable choice
of color involves all common greens, one by one, that belong to the traditional understanding of
various contexts as reflected in the use of more cold and bright tones next to dark and hot greens. But
there is cengâr as well, and its presence here is in a dominant position. The relationship between
cengâr and limestone presents itself to us as the most constant historical element to carry the local to
the future. As an enduring sign of local harmony, it seems to be as perpetuel as is this cathedral that
was converted to a mosque. It should be pointed out that the color cengâr obtains a special function
and significance, not because it is manifesting the sacred directly, but because it captures it in this
sacred space. In this way, apart from the function of the sign, the function of symbolism is realized by
the choice of the most available nuance of green to indicate the divine. With the aid of this choice, it
can be differentiated from its environment and continues to be sacred by the preferred eternal
hierophany. The expression of the local sacred is completed through cengâr which is connected to the
green of the universal modality of Islam in relation to the paradise green and the emerald green. On
the other hand, the astral blue, gök, of the Sky God belief, the religion of ancient Turks before Islam,
and its content of green and the equivalency of blue and green as gök and yeşil with Islam, which are
the reflections of cengâr as the modality of this hierophany, reinforce more its symbolic power.
Green and Cengâr on Fabric
Another appearance of the worship of the martyrs that began with Hala Sultan is about the miracleworker-warrior-saints who were martyred during the conquest of Nicosia in 1571.25 The most
important aspect here is the transferring of sanctity to ancestors by offering sacrifices to them such as
candles, green scarfs or by tying fabric and by venerating to their shrines.26 This ritual of sacrifice
which originates from the ancient Turkic beliefs and shamanism before Islam, is a sign that old beliefs
never die. In fact, tying vowing cloth and threads to the window bars when visiting holy places in
hope for help is not permitted by the Islamic religion, but it became a tradition that was kept alive
during centuries, 27 although to expect help directly from saints is also forbidden by Islam. But in spite
of this former prohibition regarding visits to holy places, the recommendation of intercessions with
holy persons is also referred to the prophet Mohammad.28 People in Cyprus, too, still believe in the
miracles of the ’savaşçı abdallar’, military saints, and still hope for help of the ‘şehidas’, venerated
martyrs of the heroic legends with their ‘green turbans29 and grey horses.30 Very special to the island
of Cyprus is the presence of the color green in the tied pieces of cloth, and, sometimes, cengâr’s
predominance among them. As these traditional practices of the popular religion are considered
degenerated and non-conventional acts, the fabrics are removed from the holy places by the
authorities from time to time, so that the proportion of cengâr varies from place to place.
Cengâr as a Metonymy
From the tombs that were removed in 1896 by the English and that seem to have been pressed into the
wall of a corner of Police Street, a remaining holy place of a şehida/martyr represents the most
interesting and typical sight of green and cengâr in Cyprus. This place, where a tomb rests, is the spot
where a soldier was attacked and yielded up his soul in the conquest of Nicosia and on that very spot
he was buried at once. According to a new inscription, it preserves the shrine of Mahmut Pasha 31
inside. The visitors can reach through a niche in the wall to put in their offerings and to connect with
this holy place of devotion that apparently does not resemble a grave. Maybe for this reason it is
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called ‘adsız şehit türbesi’, tomb with no name.32 The remains of the burnt candles, the soot on the
surface of the wall and, very close to the corner, the green and cengâr fabric tied to the electric mast
and the traffic pillars are votive sacrifices designating this holy tomb. This can be interpreted as the
union of the sanctities of the cult of türbe and the cult of the tree. The united sanctities are symbolized
by the saint, the owner of the place, who embraces the sacred tree, which is a symbol of center. The
centralist symbolism is connecting the sky and the earth and turns it to a hieronomy for the holy
communication by using simple objects situated in the surrounding by chance that stand for a tree. In
spite of the tied cloth and all kinds of covers and scarves, all considered perverse and frequently
removed and cleared by normative religion, the practice of this syncretic ritual is repeated again and
again perpetually and continues to survive with green and especially cengâr. This colored practice of
the votive cults in Cyprus, the green island, is unique because it is related to color and because of the
color preference of the sacramental offerings that are linked to the relationship between green, cengâr
and gök. In spite of other greens, it is possible to claim that cengâr as a communicative color attracts
attention and occasionally works as a metonymy taking ‘the wish trees’ completely under the
influence of its own color. Thus the very privilege of the survival of cengâr distinguishes it from ios
and verdigris.
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Interaction of Colour and Culture - Environmental Colour Design
1900-2010: An Anthology on Colour
Verena M. SCHINDLER
Chair AIC Study Group on Environmental Color Design
vmschindler@yahoo.com
LAUNCHING A NEW PROJECT. This year at the AIC Interim Meeting in Johannesburg, South
Africa, I will be launching a project which was already under discussion at the AIC Interim Meeting
in Porto Alegre in 2004. It is entitled INTERACTION OF COLOUR AND CULTURE.
Environmental Colour Design 1900-2010: An Anthology on Colour. The aim of the project is to
publish an anthology containing a collection of texts on colour written by practitioners such as
architects, landscape architects, colour consultants, artists, designers, cultural heritage commissioners,
and lighting designers, as well as other professionals who have been directly involved in the
conception, realization and application of colour in the environment and urban space.
The intention of the project is to show the diversity of approaches used worldwide in culturally,
linguistically or geographically defined regions. Developed through the interaction of theory and
practice, the aim will be to better understand the ways theory has an impact on practice, as well as the
ways that specific principles in practice are generalized to form a body of theory. The project will also
address traditional and changing notions of the local, regional, national or international meaning of
colour.
Many key texts on colour remain unknown for a variety of reasons, e.g., they are unpublished or
published in journals that are now out-of-print; or, they are simply difficult to access or have appeared
in a fragmentary form in texts on the general theory of architecture, art and design.
Collecting and publishing these texts together will not only serve to validate individual efforts and
achievements, but also put these in an historical context. This will serve the larger aim of promoting a
deeper understanding of the relevance of colour in the overall design process of the twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries. As a result, a basis for trans-national discussions concerning a crosscultural appreciation of environmental colour design will be established.
CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS. Please send us any text on Environmental Colour Design in any
language for our database. Include the name and address of the author(s). This is important for the
copyright in case of its publication. As well, add your name, your first name(s), and your address so
you can be contacted. And finally, add the bibliographical information so we know where the text has
been already published. Please indicate clearly if it appeared once or several times and specify the
language of each publication. Articles for the anthology will be selected from this database. Further
details will be provided soon. In the meantime, please contact me if you have any questions about
submission.
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Colours and basic emotions
Osvaldo da Pos, Paul Green-Armytage*
Dipartimento di Psicologia Generale - Università di Padova
35131 - Padova (Italy) – osvaldo.dapos@unipd.it
*Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Australia – p.green-armytage@curtin.edu.au
ABSTRACT
We investigated whether the pairing of facial expressions of emotion with colours is consistent
among different cultures, in particular between Australian and European people. Two groups, one of
younger and the other of older people, participated in two experiments: For each of six faces, which
expressed basic emotions, single colours and combinations of three colours were selected for the best
visual ‘fit’ with the faces. The performance by the two age groups was identical. The colour and
emotion bond was examined by ANOVA and Multi Dimensional Scaling in terms of the presence of
the unique hues, their chromaticness, and their L*a*b* dimensions. The 6 emotions were compared
with regard to the position of each colour in the CIELAB colour space, the warm/cold characteristics,
and the contrast between the three colours of the triplets. The different emotions appear well
characterised by the paired colours in a similar way with the European results by Oberascher &
Gallmetzer, da Pos & Valentini, but also with some interesting difference.
1. INTRODUCTION
Emotions are complex states of mind which include physiological correlates, social roles and
cognitive factors. Emotions give a person the energy for a reactive behaviour with the possibility of
delaying and thus controlling the actual response (Ekman & Davidson1). Some emotions are
considered basic (Ekman2) as they are not reducible to others, and their external manifestation plays
an essential role in social adaptive interactions (Darwin3). Basic emotions seem to be fundamentally
universal, and their external manifestation seems to be independent of culture and personal experience
(Lane and Nadel4). For this reason they can be easily revealed and identified by facial expressions
without the intervention of verbal language (Ekman & Friesen5).
A fundamental role of colours is to give the viewer information about the nature of objects.
Among the perceivable characteristics of objects we can count their positive and negative values for
the observer. There is increasing evidence that the link between emotions and colours is rooted in
human biology and therefore it seems possible to describe some correspondence rules between them
(Oberascher & Gallmetzer6, da Pos & Valentini7). In this research we aimed at verifying that
Australian and European observers associate colours with emotional expressions in a similar way.
2. EXPERIMENT A
In experiment A we studied which colours a selected group of people associate with faces
showing specific emotions. A7 size colour samples of the Natural Colour System were placed on large
tables for the use of the participants. To reduce the verbal influence in combining colour and emotion
we used black and white pictures of faces chosen from a collection which Ekman & Frisen5 selected as
universal representatives of the main emotions. Each picture was reduced to the same size and inserted
into ovals (8.5 x 5.3 cm), then printed on white paper and finally cut all around. Six basic emotions
were studied: anger, surprise, disgust, sadness, happiness, and fear. Two groups of participants took
part in the experiment: the first included 20 adults with long experience in the field of colours, while
the second included 16 young students (about 20 - 25 years old) launched in colour studies. All
participants were attending a workshop during the Tenth Biennial Conference of the Colour Society of
Australia in Fremantle (2005, Western Australia). The task of the participants was to choose from the
NCS collection colour samples which they considered fitting particular emotions and to paste the
corresponding oval faces in the centre of the colour samples.
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The NCS colour notations were transformed into the CIELAB colour space for an easier
analysis of the data. First of all a statistical comparison performed by ANOVA showed no significant
difference between the two groups of participants, which gave extremely similar results. Therefore
their data were pooled for the following analyses. Fig. 1 shows the average lightness and chromaticity
of the colours associated with the different emotions. As regards the lightness, there are distinct
groups of emotions: happiness, surprise and fear combined with very light colours (L* > 63), sadness
and disgust with colours of intermediate lightness (50 < L* < 60), and anger with rather dark colours
(usually black and red).
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Figure 1. Mean lightness (L*) and chromaticity (a*, b*) of the colours associated with the
different emotions. A = anger; Su = surprise; D = disgust; Sa = sadness; H = happiness; F = fear.
The colours relative to sadness and fear are very desaturated (close to 0,0), while happiness,
surprise and anger are associated with highly chromatic colours. These results agree with the idea of
considering ‘active’ these last three emotions and ‘passive’ the other three. Moreover most colours
belong to the yellow-red quadrant, indicating that the ‘active’ emotions show a warm appearance. Fig.
2 shows the NCS colour attributes characterising the single emotions: surprise, sadness, and fear are
quite whitish (and therefore desaturated) as noted before, anger shows strong blackness, in agreement
with previous findings (Oberascher & Gallmetzer6), surprise and happiness show little blackness and
are strongly orange, as found in most previous research.
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Figure 2. NCS attributes of the colours associated with the different emotion.

Fig. 3 shows the plot of a multidimensional scaling operated on the colour distances in the
CIELAB space. As in a previous European research (da Pos & Valentini7) surprise and happiness are
far from each other and from the other emotions. Anger, disgust and sadness are relatively close to
each other, and fear apart (in that research a 3D space was better fitting the reciprocal colour
relationships)
Fig. 4 compares the results of 2 European studies with this Australian research. Most
emotions appear to share the same pattern of colour association, with few differences: anger is
characterised by red in 3 and black in 2 studies, surprise by yellow and red in all 3 studies, happiness
again by yellow and red in all 3 studies, sadness by achromatic colours in the 3 studies, fear by
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Dim. 2

achromatic and some red and blue (purple) and finally disgust appears a little more heterogeneous in
the three studies.

Figure 3. A 2D representation of the
distances between the 6 emotions in a
Proxscale multidimensional scaling plot. A =
anger; Su = surprise; D = disgust; Sa =
sadness; H = happiness; F = fear.
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Figure 4. The unique colours characterising the 6 emotions in 2 European studies and in this
Australian work. Light yellow: da Pos & Valentini7; orange: Oberascher & Gallmetzer7; dark red: da
Pos & Green-Armytage. A = anger; Su = surprise; D = disgust; Sa = sadness; H = happiness; F = fear.
The three studies present remarkable similarities, all presenting rather warm colours (little
blue and still less green). It seems therefore confirmed that the association of colours with emotions
greatly depends on some universal, biological factors. Probably this result is largely due to the purely
perceptual task which requires a minimum of verbal language; the larger variability of the first study
by da Pos & Valentini7 probably derives from the particular procedure by which observers could
produce all the colours allowed in a computer monitor, but also in that case the results are very close
to those of the other 2 studies.
2. EXPERIMENT B
In this experiment a group of 22 experienced persons and a second group of 20 less
experienced students associated three colours with each of the faces described above. They used paper
samples (2.1 x 2.2 cm) extracted from the whole set of 210 colours of Paul Green-Armytage’s Colour
Zones System and glued three colour squares, side by side, on a sheet of card to produce a colour
impression that best fit the face. Then, in a follow-up task, the three-colour combinations were
collected and given to other participants whose task was to decide which face best fit each colour
combination.
The original colour notations were transformed into the CIELAB system by a visual
procedure carried out by comparing the original sample with a complete collection of the RAL colour
system. As in the previous experiment the 2 groups of observers produced almost identical results,
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which were then pooled for the following analyses. Each three-colour combination was treated as a
triangle in CIELAB colour space, whose centres are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. Lightness and chromaticity of the centres of the combinations for each emotion.
Three groups of emotions are well separated by the lightness of the combinations: surprise
and happiness are the lightest; anger and disgust are the darkest; sadness and fear are intermediate.
The chromaticity of the combinations is quite similar to that of Experiment A: happiness and surprise
appear very saturated, yellowish and reddish; anger quite red; sadness and fear almost desaturated.
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contrasting colours, disgust and sadness the lowest ones.
Lastly, in 125 cases participants attributed the original face to the colour triplet made by
another participant, in 61 cases the chosen face was expressing a close emotion, while in 68 cases the
emotional expression of the faces was rather far from the original.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The two groups who took part in this experiment agreed closely in producing colour
associations with facial emotions and, despite different procedures and different sets of coloured
papers, they also agreed with participants in previous European studies. The results seem to confirm a
strong concordance among humans in perceiving emotional expressions, colours and their
relationships, probably on the basis of biological universal roots.
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ABSTRACT
This is a study on the Hanshin–Awaji earthquake and focuses on, due to the passage of time, two
perspectives; 1) psychological change in victims, and 2) the change of color Images from earthquake
experiences. This research has adopted a retrospective method to collect data. In the first research,
concerning the color images of the earthquake, the victims reported achromatic colors (black, white
and gray). Ten years or more has passed after the earthquake by now. However, people still express
emotional feelings which are quite similar to those expressed during the phase of 6 months after the
earthquake.
Keyword; earthquake, color images, retrospective method, psychological change in victims
1. Introduction
In the early morning on January 17 in 1995, Japan experienced the Hanshin – Awaji earthquake,
which was one of the most disastrous incidents in its history. The estimated seismic intensity was
more than a level 7th degree and ten years or more has passed since then. The disastrous experiences
of a huge earthquake on people were unfathomable.
This study is concerned with the relations between the color image perceived by the victims and
emotional state when people were in the midst of the earthquake. In fact, this kind of study is seldom
found in past literature. Another aim of this study would be to look at the perceptual change in color
images after the earthquake. Moreover, it is important to explain the relationship between color
images in the fearful experiences, people’s color preference, and the continuity of color images of the
earthquake after 10 years.
2. Summary of the research
This research has adopted a retrospective method to collect data. The researchers constructed selfadministered questionnaires. Questionnaires included ratings, yes-no questions, and brief descriptive
items on various dimensions of the earthquake experiences. To take their situation into consideration,
it is beneficial perceptual data on record, such as people’s emotional state, levels of housing
destruction, levels of damage on the public utilities (electricity, water, gas, and telephone) and color
images of shaking as an individual experienced.
The subjects were asked to use color words to describe how they felt while they experienced the
earthquake. Those color words are composed of three achromatic colors and 10 chromatic colors. The
former colors are white, gray and black, and the latter colors are red, yellow-red, yellow, yellowgreen, green, blue-green, blue, purple-blue, purple and red-purple. Each question is the same as in the
first questionnaires conducted ten years ago . However, the questions concerning color images are
newly added item to the first one.
Subjects are students from one university in Hyogo, Japan. Most students, whose houses were
located in the disastrous areas, were hit by the earthquake. They had experienced one of the most
disastrous incidents in its history. We obtained 279 responses, (156 males, 122 females and one
unknown) with an average age of 19.6 years old (range: 18 to 25).
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Questionnaires were delivered to the participants in the lecture rooms from January 13 to 20, 2005.
The interior of each room was finished in achromatic colors and the windows covered with lightproof
curtains, while the average illuminance on the desks was approximately 500 lx. Target date was
intended for commemoration of the 10th anniversary of the disastrous earthquake.

3. Results and Discussions
1) Living environment on earthquake
People were in trouble since the utilities to support the everyday life such as gas, water, and phone
systems were destroyed by the earthquake. There are so-called “lifelines”. In many cases, the greater
damages on houses and properties, the more malfunctions on the lifelines.
The most inconvenient incident was lack of water. The reasons of inconvenience were toilet
problems, meal problems, bath/shower problems, and so on. Needless to say, it is natural to have
such reasons because these represent the basics of our every day life. Concerning the usefulness of
information, people could obtain some information about what was going on out there. Under the
disastrous earthquake, most people considered that the earthquake was fearful.
2) Psychological Influences from the disastrous earthquake after ten years
Now more than ten years have passed after the earthquake. This study would be to look at the
perceptual change in color images after the earthquake. Additionally, it is important to explain the
relationship between color images in the fearful experiences, people’s color preference, and the
continuity of color images of the earthquake after 10 years.
Our first study had led three general hypotheses. First, because of a great deal of fear by the
earthquake, it was hypothesized that the victims would indicate dark color such as black and gray, as
the color image of the earthquake. Second, It was expected, as the time would pass by, the victims
would show the change of the psychological state, like gradual transformation from great fear to
anxiety and from anxiety to relief. Then as the third hypothesis, considering of the emotional changes
in victims with the lapse of 10 years, we researched that the color images of each psychological
experience from the disastrous earthquake by using the first questionnaires.
3) The image of color after the earthquake occurred
In the questionnaires, subjects were asked to answer what colors these experiences brought to their
minds. The emotional state was inquired at seven different phases of time when/after the earthquake
occurred: 1) the color images of their emotions when the earthquake just occurred, 2) the color
images of the emotions during the earthquake, 3) the color images of the emotions when the
earthquake just stopped, 4)the color images of the emotions a week after the earthquake, 5) the color
images of the emotions 3 months after the earthquake, 6) the color images of the emotions 6 months
after the earthquake, 7) the color images of the emotions one year after the earthquake, and 8) the
color images of the emotions ten years after the earthquake. Most people reported that they
experienced great fear when the earthquake occurred and while the earthquake continued.
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Fig.1 Change of color images after the earthquake

Fig. shows the evaluation results of color words obtained from the emotional state at the eight
different phases of the time when/after the earthquake occurred. For the emotional state when the
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earthquake just occurred, over 31 of subjects answered for black, over 23 for white and about 20%
for gray. The black color means darkness and silence. At the immediate occurrence of the earthquake,
they had lost their voice because they were terribly shocked by the great fear. So the victims were
overwhelmed by invisible nature-power with the color image of black.
The color image of gray means anxiety. The emotional state when the earthquake just occurred was
filled with anxiety, confusion, surprise and uneasiness. Alternately, the color image of white means
blank, empty, insignificant and mysterious. When the color image of white combined with black, it
means separation-anxiety. The emotional state represents both anxiety and fear due to separation or
deprivation from something attached to (familiar to) victims’ daily life.
Fig.2 shows the change of color images with the lapse of the time. At these three phases, 1)when
the earthquake just occurred, 2) during the earthquake, and 3) when the earthquake just stopped, most
people represented that the color images were black, gray and white. These results are same to those
of 10 years after. Fear produced black and gray in the victims’ mind. What amazed us was that a large
number of people expressed the color image of white through this horrible experience. Then the time
has passed by, the victims’ emotional state had changed and the color images were quite different. In
Fig.2, green and blue were eminent.
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Fig.2 Perceptual change of color images with lapse of time after the earthquake

4. Conclusions
It is believed that the perception of color is influenced by cultural context. Our investigation also
has shown the environmental and experimental effects on color images. In this study, the
experimental dimension was the actual earthquake. The environmental dimension was the seasonal
changes and the tangible circumstances. More importantly, the change of psychological state at each
phase of recovery from the disaster will bring about the change of color image in people.
By now, ten years or more has passed after the earthquake. However, people still express
emotional feelings which were quite similar to those during the phase of six months after the
earthquake.
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Abstract
This paper underlines the common method of classification and system-building used by researchers
on colour and semioticians. The 17th century colour circles and atlases are the points of departure of
this exposition. The philosopher Locke is the originator of the word semiotics. He also outlines the task
of the semiotic science. Modern semiotics starts with Saussure and Peirce. The paper gives an account
of Barthes’ two orders of visual signification, termed denotation and connotation, and especially of his
attention to colour. Approaching Goodman’s theory of symbols the paper registers the American
philosopher’s interest in metaphor and in related systems. A few homonyms are discussed from a
pictorial point of view, and so are warm and cold colours. The paper ends with the question whether
Goodman’s distinctions between metaphorical and literal denotation may be a contribution to the
discernment of the separate and the combined qualities of colour.
Background
An obvious similarity between colour research and semiotics is the interest in classification; the use
of systems, structures and schemes. This is a basic and fundamental methodology of both fields.
Ever since the 17th century colour theorists have depicted colours in bodies, circles, schematas and
atlases. Two of the pioneers are in fact Scandinavian. The Swedish astronomer Sigfrid Aron Forsius
is the constructor of the first known colour circle, generally interpreted as a globe. His manuscript is
from 1611 (and thereby he precedes the famous colour circle from Newton’s Opticks, published in
1704, by almost a whole century). – And Elias Brenner, a Finnish-Swedish painter and printmaker,
published the first colour atlas in 1680, containing 31 colour samples named in Latin, French and
Swedish.
The originally Greek word semiotics is derived from the English philosopher John Locke’s Essay
concerning human understanding, published just a decade after Brenner’s colour atlas. In the very last
chapter (ch. XXI) of his chief work Locke outlines a three-part division of science. The first is
Physica, a theoretical science seeking speculative truth. The second is Practica, an ethical science for
the attainment of a good and useful conduct. The third science is Semeiotica or ”the doctrine of
signs”, also named logic whereby we consider the nature of signs. Locke explains the latest category
as the instrumental part of the sciences, in contrast to the other two divisions. One assumes that Locke
has in view a set of tools used in performing an action for the scientific work.
On the side of his semiotic plan, Locke in his Essay lays the basis of an empirical view of colour.
He launches a theory of primary and secondary qualities. Primary qualities, he says, such as solidity,
figure, extension and motion, are inseparable from bodies. Secondary qualities, on the other hand, are
only percipient, that is, perceived by man. Without the eye there would be no colours. Just as without
the ear there would be no sounds.
Modern semiotics
Two hundred years later, modern semiotics is simultaneously and independently founded on both
sides of the Atlantic. In the United States the philosopher and logician Charles Sanders Peirce picks
up the term “semiotics” from Locke. Semiotics is for Peirce the ”formal doctrine of signs”. And he
writes even more frankly: ”Logic, in its general sense, is, as I beleive I have shown, only another
name for semiotics.” [Peirce, p. 4]
In Europe at the same time the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure uses the term sémiologie in
his influential Cours de linguistique générale. He writes:
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It is … possible to conceive of a science which studies the role of signs as part of social
life. It would form part of social psychology, and hence of general psychology. We shall
call it semiology (from the Greek sémeîon, ’sign’).[quoted from Chandler, p. 5]
The semiotic or scientific programmes of Locke, Peirce and Saussure have indeed a striking likeness.
But this philosophical – or linguistic – origin is only one side of the essence of colour. First and
foremost we look upon colour as a visual phenomenon, and that includes a pictorial aspect.
Barthe’s concept of visual semiotics
Visual semiotics was first introduced in the article Rhetoric of the image (Rhétorique de l’image)
written by the French structuralist Roland Barthes and published in 1964. In his text Barthes
analyses a poster advertising the brand of Panzani’s Italian pasta [fig. 1]. Barthes to some extent
establishes a semiotic vocabulary for the interpretation of images in this study of the advertisement’s
messages. He does not miss to draw attention towards the signs of colour in the picture. He writes that
the image provides a series of discontinuous signs. A first sign in this matter represents the return
from the market with fresh products in the used string bag. ”A second sign is more or less equally
evident”, Barthes writes (and please note in the following quotation the semiotic key words as well as
their linguistic origin); therefore the second sign’s
signifier is the bringing together of the tomato, the pepper and the tricoloured
hues (yellow, red, green) of the poster; its signified is Italy or rather Italianicity.
This sign stands in a relation of redundancy with the connoted sign of the linguistic
message (the Italian assonance of the name Panzani) [p. 34].
Alas, right from the beginning the semiotic language is rather specialized. Barthes proceeds from
Saussure’s tradition of semiology. Saussure’s model of the sign consists of two parts: the signifier
and the signified. Consequently the linguistic sign links a sound pattern (the signifier) to a concept
(the signified). In Barthes’ study of the photograph a pictorial pattern saturated with information
connots an abundance of cultural associations. And all of them, from the carefully chosen victuals
to the tricoloured ensign, connect with Italy.
We may notice that Barthes in his essay makes use of the terms denotation and connotation
(actually picked up from the Scandinavian 20th century linguist Louis Hjelmslev, founder of the
Copenhagen school of linguistics). The first term (denotation) refers to the “basic sense” or literal
meaning of the sign. Barthes also talks about the first order of signification. The second term
(connotation) refers to socio-cultural and personal meanings awoken by the picture or the text
examined. This is Barthes’ second order of signification.
This is a short explication of a colourful portion of Barthes’ Rhetoric of the Image, which in some
respects is the core of this influential but still rather obscure text. In his last book Camera Lucida:
Reflections on Photography (1980), Barthes returns to the photographic image. This time he analyses,
in a more lyrical and less theoretical way, a number of classical black and white photographs. He
transforms his (or Saussure’s or Hjelmslev’s) bipolar model into the neologisms of Studium and
Punctum. Barthes’ Studium is what is understood according to the individual viewer’s culture and
interests. Punctum is “that accident which pricks me” (p. 24); the disturbance that punctuates the
anticipated conception or picture of the world.
But what happenend to Roland Barthes’ attentive observance to colour? In regard of the theme of
this meeting – Colour in Culture and Colour in Fashion – it might be appropriate at least to mention
his most elaborated semiotic research, The Fashion System (1967). In this detailed and systematic
study of the modes and codes of fashion, colour is surprisingly absent. Certainly, Barthes refers to a
few expressions from selected fashion advertisements, used as mottos to the chapters of his book (e.g.
”Every woman will shorten her skirt to just above the knee, wear pastel checks, and walk in two-tone
pumps.”, p. 263). But above all Barthes’ Fashion system is a reminder that fashion is much more than
the seasonal colours.
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Goodman’s attitude
In the absence of further colour observations by Barthes we may turn towards the American
philosopher Nelson Goodman. As a contemporary of Barthes he draws up ”an approach to a theory
of symbols”, to cite the subtitle of his book Languages of Art (1968). This work contains a semiotic
theory of aesthetic knowledge, including clarifying distinctions concerning colour.
We are taken back to systematics and classification, the usual features of colour researchers – and
of semioticians. Peirce, the semiotic pioneer and also pragmatist philosopher, is hardly mentioned in
Languages of Art but nevertheless one can recognize a certain American pragmatism in Goodman’s
handling of labels and samples.
Metaphor – the literary figure, the trope of resemblance – is an essential part of Goodman’s theory.
One of his definitions of metaphor, taken from Languages of Art, runs as follows: ”Briefly, a
metaphor is an affair between a predicate with a past and an object that yields while protesting.”
[p. 69].
In a chapter dealing with the everlasting semiotic notion of reference, in his book Of Minds and
Other Matters (1984), Goodman writes:
Metaphor arises by transferring a schema of labels for sorting a given realm to the sorting
of another realm (or the same realm in a different way) under the guidance or influence
or suggestion of the earlier sorting. The new sorting echoes the old and is genuine, as
’factual’, but is different. [p. 61]
We notice immediately that Goodman does not show interest in any bipolar or dyadic structure, so
important in the European semiotic tradition. In exchange of the order of connotations he launches an
aesthetic attitude of action. The following program is stated in the final chapter in Languages of Art:
It involves making delicate discriminations and discerning subtle relationships,
identifying symbol systems and characters within these systems and what these
characters denote and exemplify, interpreting works and reorganizing the world
in terms of works and works in terms of the world. [p. 241]
Goodman on colour
We are now, hopefully, furnished with at least a minor set of conceptual tools for investigating
Goodman’s visual clarifications.
This is one of Goodman’s examples from the pictorial domain: ”Before me is a picture of trees
and cliffs by the sea, painted in dull grays, and expressing great sadness.” And he concludes:
A picture literally possesses a gray color, really belongs to a class of gray things;
but only metaphorically does it possess sadness or belong to the class of things
that feel sad. [p. 50f]
The colour of the picture is a fact, but the sadness is a figure. Accordingly, a concept is transferred by
a metaphor from a certain field to a new province. The new sorting has a resemblance to the old one
but is incompatible.
Let us now observe how Goodman deals with a blue picture, in which the literal and metaphorical
applications are closer, almost convergent. In English we use idiomatic expressions like “things are
looking blue” and “feeling the blues” for conditions of gloominess and melancholy. In jazz music and
the blues (hear! hear!) we are listening to the blue notes in the minor key. Blue has also a literal
application to pictures. Goodman writes that “the metaphorical and literal applications are to the same
territory” [p. 83], and in a clear way he states his position:
What has happened here is transfer from realm to realm and back again. A schema of
color-predicates is carried first over to feelings and than back to colored objects. Its
travels result in some displacement on its return (otherwise we shouldn’t even know it
had been away); but the displacement is far from total: a metaphorically blue picture is
more likely to be literally blue than literally red. [ibid.]
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Goodman does not develop on the rationality that a picture mediating blue feelings also is painted
in blue colours. After Picasso’s Blue Period (1901–04) [fig. 2] – which ended in numerous
exclusively bluish paintings of beggars, outcasts and poor circus performers, suffering poverty and
sadness – we are likely to agree with the philosopher: It is plausible that a metaphorically blue picture
is literally blue. He may also have thought of the commonly used expressions warm and cold colours.
Ever since Goethe’s Theory of Colours, two hundred years ago, the colour red is generally associated
with vivacity, agility and aspiration. Blue, on the other hand, designates worry, weakness and longing
for nothingness. From this dichotomy originate the positive warm colours expressing warm feelings
and the negative cold colours expressing downhearted feelings of chill, to give a simplified picture
of this symbolic use of a pair of primary colours.
This way of seeing – or feeling – colours indeed plays an important role in our lives. Today we
have incorporated this outlook in our way of worldmaking. The Danish architect Steen Eiler
Rasmussen observes in his much used book Experiencing Architecture (1959, the quote is from the
27th English printing forty years later) that “in the early morning, you not only feel that the air is cold
but you imagine that you can see it” [p. 221]. A long day’s journey later you “feel the warmth of the
evening sun and you see its warm light” [p. 222]. Goodman’s explanation is of similar character:
“warm colors are those of fire, cold colors those of ice” [Languages of Art, p. 76]. It is worth noticing
that both theoreticians make their determinations ten and twenty years after Matisse’s famous
painting Intérieur rouge, nature morte sur table bleue (Red Interior, Still Life on Blue Table, 1947)
[fig. 3]. In this oil on canvas the artist experiments by using the warm and cold colours in inverted
order. The beholders feel the coolness of the red-painted room, while looking through the open door
in the picture, at the vibrating summer heat from the greenery, and sense the lukewarm blue water in
the garden-pond.
Be that as it may, Goodman’s achievement is to have pointed out that there is a difference between
metaphorical sayings and literal sayings. A symbol – e.g. a description or a picture – denotes
metaphorically what it does not denote literally. However, at the same time Goodman declares that
metaphors are spread into every part of our discourse, “and we should have a hard time finding a
purely literal paragraph anywhere” [p. 80].

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Coloury relevance
It is often heard – at least in Scandinavia – that colour is what one sees as colour. But perhaps Nelson
Goodman is sorting out a more complex conception of colour – and also of Weltanschauung (to use
the precise German word for world view or outlook on life). When a colour is transferred from a
realm to another its referential properties are changed. We attend to new qualities. The colour sample
on a piece of paper has a low degree of redundancy or density. Therefore it is solely able to show one
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aspect at a time, “but just which among its properties a thing exemplifies can often be hard to tell”,
Goodman writes [p. 66].
The American philosopher teaches us that it is not sufficient only to look at something. We must
know what we are looking for.
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1. Introduction
Our presentation is connected to our earlier works on the use of colour and its communication in
fashion26, followed by our research on its meaning and forecast’s validity on trends-colours in today’s
fashion, previously given to the first convention of the Italian Group of Colours (05)27.
The consideration about actual fashion colour processes and planning implies some more questions:
why also in production and in consume some colours are chosen instead of others? What meaning do
they have? From what this choose depend on?
Affirms P. Bourdieu28 that “style is a manner to represent expressing the manner to perceive the world
and to think an age”.
Exploiting the observations that the different historical periods have expressed with some chromatic
qualities of range, the worldwide market has responded with the offer of a structured chromatic
proposal able to anticipate, appeal and lead the consumption of colour.

2. Fashion and colour
As we had clenched, we believe that not only did specific colors have - and still have - a meaning, but
their “range quality” has also been decisive. By this term we mean not only the three perceptual
attributes of color (hue, lightness and saturation) but also surface finishing (matte, shiny, metallic,
pearly, grayed, etc.) and the full palette in its chromatic significance.
The fashion/textile industry required tools to identify and anticipate color market demand. In the
Color Trend Forecasting Agencies a teams of researchers - made up of designers, sociologists,
psychologists, marketing experts and other experts - analyzes consumption and behavior, making
hypotheses on chromatic appreciation trends two years in advance, to allow time for industrial
production.
We believe that today color cards no longer have an intrinsic forecasting and orientation function, but
have taken on the just as valid function of highlighting certain themes among the many that are
present simultaneously on a market that is always more global, unstable and uncontrolled in its
stylistic developments.
The function that colors take on today is that of giving proposals visibility, strength, emotion and
recognizability, separating them from the background noise made up of a messy accumulation of
styles, hybrids, mixtures and positioning of visual relations, taking on an identity role between global
and local markets.

2. Colours and territorial identity
In a time where it seems there are no more confinements of consumption neither on the commodities
goods nor ideas; in which from everywhere in the globe it is possible to reach the most remote place
and to purchase the same products, globalisation introduces itself not only as the thinning of
merchandises boundaries but also of local identities.
The result of this global uniformity is a sense of general anxiety and loss of singularity which
provoke, on one hand, the need of reassuring a sense of belonging, a return to the roots - to the past
and traditions; and on the other hand, the exasperation of the individual’s expressiveness.
As Norberg-Schulz said, the fundamental relationship between the human being and the environment
concretizes itself in an existential space defining the nature of the place. A genius loci that describes
the mood and the cultural landscape29.
Nowadays, the specificity of the place and the local traditions have been rediscovered and exploited in
new ways, giving a value to the symbolic dimension that connotes the definiteness of the national
culture.
During the last suggestions of the fashion worldwide market, examples of colours taken from national
flags were used as emblem of nationwide identity: for example the Italian flag was used to create a
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sportive jacket for the men’s collection; in its ephemeral particularity this seemed to us an uttermost
of a social trend.
Even without reaching this excess, one of the key points of fashion is to look at the local identity by
citing it or even reinterpreting it, in order to get that taste and those colours which appear more
representative than others.
In this research we asked ourselves how it was possible to express in term of fashion chromaticity, the
identitary belonging. Therefore, in order to do so we took into consideration four different and distinct
areas with the aim to verify whether it still exists an identity colour for each of given regions. Our
choice fell on these countries: Africa, South Korea, Japan and Latin America. In the worldwide
fashion market these four chromatic cultures are presented both directly by their products, and
indirectly by the interpretation given by other countries.

3. Icon colours of Africa
The sub-Saharan palette is characterised by some intense and precise tonalities. Green, gold and red
are considered the pan-African colours and are used in many flags across the continent: green is
considered to be the colour of nature’s prosperity, of the African motherland; gold-yellow is the
colour of the sun, of the expanse and blazing desert, of the Savannah; red is the colour of the “noble
blood that unifies all people of African. The black colour symbol of the swarthy complexion of the
population is joined to this triad, which appears in the UNIA ACL’s flag (Universal Negro
Improvement Association African Communities League) of 1920, adopted as “Flag Liberation Black”
to represent coloured people.
In the palette, the brown colour is introduced in all its shades, from that clearer to those sulphur to the
darkest ebony, becoming one of the most pregnant colours. In fact it represents the colour of the earth
and wood, of the habitations made of straw and mud of those villages not yet reached by the
urbanization - and for this reason photographed by glossy magazines from all over the world to
represent the African’s authenticity - from the fabrics made of cortex, raffia and to the ones decorated
with mud which are contended by the most exclusive antique dealers. This is the colour that in today’s
fashion has become the icon of the African’s inspiration.
In present days, the export of the African expressiveness in the world is testified by the diffusion of its
rhythms, from the melodic sound of the percussions to the exercised influence in the art.
In its overall impression, this colour palette is characterised by a full-bodied range, earthy, but also
vivid, merry and with a very contrasted “range quality”, where tonalities, often primary and intense,
are underlined by contours as well as black and white backgrounds.

4. Fashion and Africa
Africa has always inspired European artists, musicians and fashion designers who studied, collected
and often passively copied the expressions of its numerous cultures. In fashion, Africa has been and is
frequently re-proposed in every season in order to reflect the imaginary of non-African consumers.
This is carried through the research of materials, fantasies and colours, besides fabrics, wooden
accessories, leather and raffia. Ranges of black ebony, cocoa, cortex and sand with indigo accents
tinge the prints, which are inspired by African’s patterns, connoting them with an extremely
recognizable communication. The fragmentation of vertical loom and patchwork manufactures is
common in many cultures, and finds its territorial identity through the chromatic local combinations
based, in most of the cases, on the prevalence of black and yellow contrasts with vivid colours and
prints of animals skin (animalier) as well as with the powerful expressiveness of black ink
background with prints of primary colours.
The ambassador of the African fashion is represented by Omou Sy, a prestigious fashion designer. Sy,
of Senegalese’s origins, is considered one the most important organizers of the SIMON’s fashion
week in Dakar. She interprets under a contemporary key the tradition of her land and transposes on
bright fabrics the sensuality, the joy and the physicality of its colours. The collection “King and
Queen of Africa” has been exposed in the 2000 to the Expo of Hanover. Besides the production of
suits, accessories, headgears and jewelleries, the fashion designer has a limited edition of high
fashion’s only pieces and traditional customs reproduction. In her fashion, the globalization’s
assimilation originates a sumptuous contamination in which the glamorous of the centre of Africa is
melted with the universal contemporary style. Fabrics are dyed by hand or printed with bright
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chromatic combinations, from the exuberant to the merry tones which are often mixed with the ochre
and brown inspired by the colour of desert, the earth and the trees.

5. Icon colours of South Korea
South Korean’s flag is based on three colours: white, which represents the background and means
purity for the Confucianism and emptiness for the Buddhism; red, which symbolises the qualities
included in the yang; and blue, which symbolises the ones of the yin. However, the icon colours are
better represented by the traditional clothing. They represent the principles and the concepts of
formality taken from the Confucianism and translated into a style based on the dignity for the man on
the modesty for the woman. These concepts were sublimated in a particular aesthetic conception,
which wanted simple and self-coloured clothes. This was done in order to communicate an
appearance of calm and respectability, in which the contrasting colour was used to revive in the
multicoloured strings and, in women clothes, with different colourful accessories and in multicoloured
and in rhythmic progression of parallel stripes in sleeves.
Referring to the five elements blue, red, yellow, white and black, the most relevant South Korean’s
icon colours set a codified system of colours able to distinguish the social classes and ceremonials.

6. Fashion and South Korea
In spite of the importance of the South Korean’s textile industry and fashion events that are held in
Seoul, today’s fashion market has swept off the traditions, which still survive with the local festivity
and, it is difficult to identify in the fashion collection presented in the global market some stylistic and
chromatic indications as Korean.
Therefore, we have not been able to trace specific influences in the Italian or western collections,
however we focused, among others, on a South Korean fashion designer and artist whose creations are
appreciated and known also in the Western countries, and are placed in the Victoria & Albert Museum
of London as well as the Jack Lenor Larsen Foundation of New York.
Between all fashion designers inspired by both the aesthetic history and the contemporaneity of their
own country, Chunghie Lee, reinterprets the colours and shapes of traditional Korean clothing,
creating a living testament to anonymous female ancestors. She uses bold colours - blue, red, yellow,
white and black, which represent the five basic colours of nature - in light, transparent and delicate
silk organza, with asymmetric lines like ancient local patchwork technique (pojagi).
The influence of the tradition is found today in those colours such as red, green, indigo, yellow, jade,
crimson, purple, violet, above all when they are used in flat and monochromatic tonalities with bright
colour combinations in asymmetric patterns, like in the traditional apparel.

7. Icon colours of Japan
Although contemporary Japan introduces itself to Western countries with the vivid polychromes of
cartoons and young clothing, which are also so copied in Europe, the colour palette that best
represents the commercial imaginary of Japan is the one related to the traditional of the Zen’s
aesthetic as it expresses the conception of calm sobriety, measured harmony and essentiality. The
tonalities given by this palette are based on a sense of reduction, and are mainly sober and indefinable.
They welcome the patina of the time looking for a turbid effect, veiled of penumbra. The natural
shadings of the wood, the bamboo, the stone, the ink, in their cultured symbolic desaturation define,
perhaps more than others, the brand colours; the soft black of the ink, the earthly red of clay as well as
the deep and bright one of lacquers, the ivory of rice paper, the indigo of the refined fabrics and
ceramics production, to all the shadings of burnished and brown’s values.

8. Fashion and Japan
Western fashion designers have cited and reinterpreted, even to its extreme, traditional Japan referring
often to this palette. However, when Japan imposed itself in the worldwide fashion market during the
80s, revolutionising the tradition of western couture and gaining an international success and clamour
thanks to the collections exhibited in Paris by its fashion designers, it gave birth to a new generation
described as “poets of the black”.
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Issey Miyake presented her first collection in natural colours, employing traditional Japanese dyeing
methods such as indigo and mud dyeing, navy and brown and others unsophisticated colours act to
emphasize the qualities of natural fabrics. Also, if with for the “Pleats Please” collection, in polyester,
he used vivid, clear colours, and also fluorescent, he contributed to spread of mud gradations. Rei
Kawakubo debuted with a palette dominated by “darkness theme: black, grey, white, plus beige and
navy. He always came back to the use of black, even though for some time he was inspired by
primary colours, saturated and intense like yellow, magenta and cyan. Yoshij Yamamoto expresses a
very Japanese aesthetic, incorporating Western European fashion and Zen buddish minimalism,
choosing black and achromatic tones, with vivid colours as accent.
The important presence in this fashion’s palette of the indigo colour cannot be forgotten. Its roots can
be traced back in the ancient Japanese tradition of dyeing (Ai-zone) during the Edo period (16031868). It is here reinterpreted by Issey Miyake, and made contemporary by Junia Watanabe with the
artificiality of synthetic fibres and chemical dyes of his palette.

9. Icon colours of Latin America
Since some years, Latin America imposed itself in fashion with its lively happiness due to some
versatile, joyful and vital proposals, which find their affirmation in the richness and freshness of
chromatic solutions. Sparkling and joyous colours which, at first, appeared audacious and irreverent
to the European market, later on imposed themselves with the image of tropicalism and all the
suggestions that it evokes: landscapes that are a melting pot of races and colours, forests of luxuriant
vegetation, limpid air and bright sky in which shines an intense and warm sun.
With the Tropicalism Musical rhythms of samba and merenghe, techniques of capoeira and football
game the colours of Brazilian’s flag (green, yellow) have imposed themselves around the world,
remarking this identity. These colours can be considered icon among the others and are exported in
the international market of fashion, connoting the Tropicalism style: worm yellow, light orange,
green-yellow and turquoise.

10. Fashion and Latin America
In the commercial imaginary, the Tropicalism bursts into fashion from the street style to the catwalks
of Milan, Paris, London and New York with a bright, gaudy and sunny “range quality” of colour.
If in the forms it exalts the abundance and the fluidity of the fabrics with flounced and ruffles, in the
colours it proposes the sensual and cheerful exuberance of the contrasts of the full and saturated
colours with a dominance of warm tonality
The typical fabrics that tourists buy in order to testify their trip in the countries of the South America
also show, at times, a chromatic variety and a vivacity of contrasts exalted by the proximity of the
complementary ones often divided by black and white underlines. The tropicalism introduces itself
with glowing colours played between the concept of tradition and modernity, stereotypes and
imagination; the “Maya turquoise” full of solar symbolism does not lack it. These colours are also
proposed to the male fashion. The disposition of the décors and their shades, accented by the
introduction of white and black tints, results in line with the communication even when the dominant
colour is a cold tonality. Another way to interpret these colours is in the mixture, in the kaleidoscopic
fragmentation, in the overlapping of decorative motives. A radiant whole that corresponds to the soul
of the continent. Here, the fashion is chromatically represented by the icon colours of Brazil, which
has imposed itself on the international scene as a brand, exporting the colours of its flag.

11. Conclusion
This paper introduces only a starting of our research that we intend concluding in future by looking at
the relationship between colours of the global market and those defined as identitiers within their
fanciful interpretation of post-modernism.
1 L. Luzzatto, R. Pompas, “La moda e il consumo del colore: quale approccio?”, Convegno “Colore e
Design”, Genova, 2005. “Color and scent”, AIC Congress Granada, Spain, 2005. “I colori del
vestire”, Convegno “I segni e le scritture del sé: il colore”, Udine, 2005. “Colori interiori, esteriori,
sociali”, Convegno “Un’impresa a colori. La seduzione del messaggio cromatico”, Palermo, 2004.
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“Teaching Color Plans”,7° Congresso Argentino del Color, Facultade de Arquitectura Diseno y
Urbanismo, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2004. “Teaching Color Plans”, AIC Congress
“Color and paints”, Pontificia Universidade Catolica de Rio Grande do Sud, Porto Alegre, Brazil,
2004. “Artificial Environment, cyber space and new colours projects”, AIC Congress “Color
Communication and Management”, Chulalongkorn University of Bangkok, Thailand, 2003. “Made in
Europe, design a confronto: il caso italiano”; British Council, Milano, 2002. “Color of textile as
chromatic alphabet of society, AIC Congress: “Color & Textile”, Maribor, Slovenia, 2002.
2 L. Luzzatto, R. Pompas, “Colori e moda”, in “Colori e Colorimetria”: Prima Conferenza Nazionale
del gruppo del Colore, Pescara, 2005.
3 Pierre Bourdieu. La distinction, Les éditions de minuit, Paris, 1979.
4 Christian Norberg-Schulz. Genius Loci (1976). Electa Milano, 2003.
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Adding other values to colors besides fashion
Dr André Luiz Battaiola
Federal University of Parana
Brazil
Abstract:
Fashion is related to a current style associated to garments, furniture, electronic equipments, vehicles,
etc. In general, designers spend effort to figure out this style and incorporate it to their projects. The
goal is incorporate an emotional component to the designed objects which will add an extra value to
them, besides technical and usability aspects. Usually, this emotional component respects cultural,
sociological and religious aspects. Under this point of view, fashion considers emotional component
as only a consumer attraction factor but it is possible to add other values to it.
Color palettes are commonly used to distinguish one fashion from the other because colors are
strongly related to emotions. Normally, designers associate the colors emotional impact only to the
consumer attraction but colors can cause a range of emotions (calm, anger, excitability, etc). For
instance, it is possible to use color to calm people in different environments, such as vehicles (plane,
ship, train, etc) and buildings (hospital, stores, etc). In these cases, color palettes can assume
important applications, besides fashion.
Based in the scientific literature, it is possible to choose colors to promote specific emotions. Thus, if
there is a well defined co-relation between color and emotions, it is possible to define a computational
method to promote one or several emotions in an environment. Notice that emotions transitions
require well defined color transitions. Besides, an interesting method should allow applying
restrictions, which can be associated to fashion or other aspects.
This paper describes the current status of a research work to develop a process that helps designers to:
1) analyze a target situation and associate to it the correct emotions and 2) find out the colors that
drive the users to these emotions.
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Abstract
Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used in color technology over 50 years. Along these
years many researches have been done to find out new usages or improve it’s shortcomings in
different applications in color technology. One of the most difficulties is to find suitable basis vectors,
which are able to reconstruct data accurately by the least number. In this article the influence of the
lightness of the data set ( L∗ ) on the color difference error in dimensionality reduction of the spectral
reflectance by PCA was studied. All the experiments were done by 3 basis vectors. The results show
that, by increasing the L∗ of the test data set that is compressed and also the train data set that the basis
vectors obtained from it, the color difference error of representing is decreased even for a dark color
set.
Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a well-known method for identifying more effective features
in a data set [1]. The central goal of this technique is to represent the data in a reduced dimensionality
space while preserving as much information as possible. Since spectral curves are band limited and
have smooth shape, it seems that linear models are able to represent them. The principal components
of a reflectance data set are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of it. A few basis vectors instead
of 16 or 31 bands can represent the spectral reflectance curves. To perform PCA for dimensionality
reduction, the desirable numbers of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are chosen as FV vectors in
equation (1) and then the new reflectance curves can be obtained by this equation. The dimension of
the new space is based on the number of selected FV. It is clear that by increasing the number of basis
vectors the accuracy increases, although 3 to 6 PCAs are usually sufficient.
(1)
Rˆ ( m× p ) = FV(′m×n ) .R( n× p )
Where FV is a vector contains of m of n feature vectors in an n-dimensional space, R is the original
reflectance curves and R̂ is the compressed one.
The suggested term to evaluate the value of each basis vector is the ratio of eigenvalue to the
summation of all eigenvalues that expresses the percentage of mean square error introduced by
eliminating the corresponding eigenvector [1]. So the equation (2) may use as a criterion for deleting
the ith eigenvector.
λ
(2)
µ = i
i

n

∑λ
j =1

j

Where λi s are eigenvalues correspond to that eigenvectors which are not used.
It is more than half a century that principal component analysis used as an efficient mathematical tool
in color technology. Cohen who was one of the first performer in this case, published the first three
principal component or basis vector of 150 reflectance spectra in 1964 [2]. In resent years, PCA has
found different application in color technology and many researches have been published [3]. From
the most important applications of it, compression and recovery of spectral reflectance have been
investigated [4-10]. Some similar techniques such as Independent component analysis (ICA), NonNegative matrix factorization (NNMF) and etc, are also investigated in comparison to PCA [5,10].
In compression and recovery of spectral reflectance, it is always desirable to obtain the basis vectors
that minimize the representation error. For instance, in one of the research, the effect of categorizing
data set based on the hue characteristic was investigated and it indicated that by hue grouping, the
representation error could be reduced [4]. In this paper, it is shown that how the lightness of the data
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set affects the representation error in dimensionality reduction of reflectance curves and by
considering the effect it is improved the performance of PCA.
Methods
In this paper the influence of the mean of lightness or abbreviated L∗ of the data set that are used as
test data to apply PCA method on them or train data to derive basis vectors for PCA, on color
difference error between original spectral reflectance and that represented after compressed by PCA is
investigated. The Munsell data set of 1269 matt color samples has been used. The spectral data

were used between 400 and 700 nm by 20nm interval, so the data have been presented into 16
dimensionally space. The 1269 Munsell data set was divided into three groups based on the
lightness of the samples. To be able to perform it, the data was sorted by lightness value and then
divided into three sets, which contained of 423 samples. The lightness characteristic of each group is
shown in table (1). All of the experiments were performed by 3 basis vectors, so the reflectance data
were converted into 3 PCA dimensional space, from 16 dimensional spectral. At first, by the first
three basis vectors obtained from 1269 Munsell data set, PCA method was applied to compress or
reduce the dimension of each group (set1 ,set2 and set3). Figure (1) shows the first three basis vectors
of Munsell data set. Hence, the complete Munsell set was performed as train data and each of data set
with various L∗ values was used as test data to research the influence of the L∗ of the test samples on
the color difference error. Then the first three basis vectors that obtained from each of three sets
compress each set. So each of these data was used as train data to show how the L∗ of the data used to
derive
PCA vectors, affects the representation error.
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
PCA1
PCA2
PCA3

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
400

450

500

550

600

650

700

Figure (1): the first three basis vectors
obtained from 1269 Munsell data set

Mean L*

Min L*

Max L*

Set1

36.1275

24.8349

48.2620

Set2

55.8589

48.2792

66.6103

Set3

75.4413

66.6154

87.6322

Table (1): the lightness characteristics of three data
set obtained from Munsell data set

Results:
To compare the representation error, the color difference between each of the original color sample
and represented one after applying PCA method was calculated. For this purpose the CIELAB color
difference equation under D65 and equal energy illuminants using the 1964 (10º) CIE observer data
was used. To give an identification of the difference, the mean and median of ∆E and the number of
samples that provide color difference more than 10 unit of CIELAB were presented.
In order to evaluate the effect of the L∗ of the test data set on the color difference error between
original reflectance curves and those represented after applying PCA, each of the three data sets was
represented by the three basis vectors of complete Munsell data set. The results of color difference
errors are shown in table (2). It is illustrated in table (2), in comparison between these data sets, the
first set that contains the more dark samples has the most color difference error and vice versa. As it
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shows, the ∆E error decreases by increasing L∗ . This effect may be justified by considering that in
PCA method, the data are mapped on the first important eigenvectors. As is shown in figure (1) and
mentioned in some literature [5], for 1269 Munsell data set the first PCA that is the most important
one can approximately be similar to the lightness axis in a reflectance dimensional (here 16) space.
Considering the fact that for a light sample, the portion of lightness into the color of sample is more
than a dark one. Therefore, as it was described before, when the spectral reflectance is mapped on the
first PCA of such a set as Munsell may be the lightness characteristic is preserved better. Hence, for a
light sample the color difference error is less.
Table (2): The color difference error of representation three data sets after dimensionality reduction
by the first three basis vectors obtained from complete munsell data set.
Test Sample

*Train
Sample

∆ E (CIELAB ) [equal energy]

∆ E (CIELAB ) [ D 65 ]

Mean

Median

No . ∆ E 〉 10

Mean

Median

No . ∆ E 〉 10

Set 1

Munsell

4.4790

3.7204

28

4.7622

3.8345

32

Set 2

Munsell

3.3361

2.6154

15

3.5620

2.7765

19

Set 3

Munsell

2.2323

1.6972

1

2.3644

1.8806

1

* The data set that was used to derive PCA vectors

To be able to show the influence of L∗ of the train data set that is used to derive basis vectors, each of
three data sets was used to dimensionality reduction by the first three basis vectors of each of these
sets. Table (3) shows results of color difference error of their representation.
To indicate the efficiency of the three first basis vectors of each of the three sets, by applying equation
(3) the total mean square error introduced by eliminating the 13 eigenvector from number 4 to 16 was
calculated as follows and showed in table (4).
16

µ ( 4−16) = ∑ µ j

(3)

j =4

As it illustrates in table (4), by increasing the value of L∗ of the data set, the errors of deleting basis
vectors from 4 to 16 is decreased. As the most L∗ has %36 decreased error in comparison with the first
set that is the darkest one.
Table (3) shows that for the set1 with the lowest L∗ value, by increasing the L∗ of the train set, the
mean and median of color difference error is decreased. Whereas in the first row the test and train data
are the same, it was expected that in this condition the error would be minimum. But as it is illustrated
table (3), the mean of color difference is 1 unit ∆E(CIELAB) more than the use of set2 as train data
(with intermediate L∗ value) and 2 unit ∆E(CIELAB) more than the use of set3 that has the highest L∗
value. By considering set2 and set3 in table (3), the similar results are obtained obviously. However
for these light set this effect is more highlight, as changing the train data from set1 to set2, the mean
of color difference reduced 4 unit ∆E(CIELAB) and this decreasing situation is continued by using
set3 as train data instead of set2. Figure (2) shows decreasing the mean of color difference error by
increasing the L∗ value for each of three data sets. It is indicated that by increasing the L∗ of the test
set, the sensitivity of it to the L∗ value of the train data increases. To describe the reason, table (4)
might be verified. As it illustrates in this table by increasing the L∗ of the data set, it is decreased the
efficiencies of the basis vectors from 4 to end obtained from it. Therefore, for a set with high L∗ value,
the first three basis vectors obtained from it could be more accurate to find out the directions or axes
of the samples distribution in the spectral space in comparison with a dark set.
Conclusion
In this study, the influence of the lightness of the data set that is used to obtain basis vectors in PCA
method for dimensional reduction of spectral reflectance was investigated. For this purpose, the 1269
Munsell data set were used. The Munsell data set was divided into three data set based on the
lightness value of samples in a way that the first set contained of the darkest one and vice versa.
Each of the three data sets was compressed by the first three basis vectors of complete Munsell set.
The results showed that, the color difference error was decreased by increasing the L∗ . This effect may
be because of that the first PCA obtained from complete Munsell data set that is the most important
one can approximately be similar to the lightness axis in a reflectance dimensional (here 16) space.
Therefore, when the spectral reflectance is mapped on the first PCA of such a set, as Munsell may be
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the lightness characteristic is preserved better and for a light sample that the influence of lightness
into the color difference error is more than a dark one, the color difference error is less. To be able to
show the influence of the L∗ value of the train data set that was used to derive basis vectors, each of
the three data sets was represented after compression by three basis vectors of each set. The results
indicated that the first three basis vectors of a lighter data set can be more accurate to find out the
directions or axes of the samples distribution in the spectral space in comparison with a dark set and
the error of eliminating the basis vectors from number 4 to 16 is less. So by increasing the L∗ of the
train data set, the color difference error is decreased even for a dark data set as test data.
Table (3): The color difference error of representation three data sets after dimensionality reduction
by the first three basis vectors obtained from each of these data sets.
Test Sample

∆ E (CIELAB ) [equal energy]

*Train
Sample

Mean

Median

No . ∆ E 〉 10

∆ E (CIELAB ) [ D 65 ]
Mean

Median

No . ∆ E 〉 10

Set 1

Set 1

5.6152

4.3432

56

5.8692

4.4836

64

Set 1

Set 2

4.4372

3.4955

34

4.7107

3.6506

37

Set 1

Set 3

4.1810

3.5597

24

4.4158

3.7613

26

Set 2

Set 1

7.3662

5.5820

110

7.6531

5.8491

122

Set 2

Set 2

3.4895

2.9060

20

3.7280

3.0709

23

Set 2

Set 3

2.6452

2.0654

9

2.8570

2.2318

15

Set 3

Set 1

6.2212

4.7884

97

6.4689

5.0276

101

Set 3

Set 2

2.5846

2.0814

3

2.7431

2.2266

3

Set 3

1.4589

1.1507

2

1.5530

1.1938

2

Set 3

* The data set that was used to derive PCA vectors
Error

8
Set1
Set2
Set3

(4):7 The total mean square error introduced by
6

Mean CLIELAB

eliminating the 13 eigenvector from number 4 to 16
5

Set1

5.7111

Set2

4.0827

Set3

2.0451

Table

by

equation
(3) for each of the data sets
4
3
2
1
35
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Mean Lightness

Figure (2): The mean of ∆E in representation of
each data set versu L∗ value of the train data set
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Fabric Printing Of Colours Measured In Nature And The
Field Evaluation There-of
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Introduction
Camouflage technology exists since 1979 at the CSIR. Spectral measurements of natural phenomena
(leaves, bark, soil, rocks) were very difficult during the early days, and spectral measurements were
performed on samples brought back from the field. Special care had to be taken to ensure integrity of
measurements, especially on plant material. From these measurements the current camouflage colours
used on vehicles were defined.
In the 1990’s field measurements became a bit easier, when portable instrumentation became more
readily available. Since 2001 CSIR used a Spectrascan PR715 radiometer for field measurements
(Figure 1). The advantage of this instrument was that it is able to operate completely autonomously,
and the data is stored on 3 1/2” floppy disc, which enables easy data transfer to computer. The
spectral data, once on computer, was manipulated to reflect CIELAB values, which are the most
useful to work with.

Figure 1: Measurements in the field, using the PR715

Colour data
For three years colour data was collected along the South-African border areas. The majority of the
data was collected along the Botswana-, Zimbabwe- and Mozambique borders. The vegetation types
on the northernmost borders are grassland, savannah and mixed thorn bush. The border with
Mozambique ahs Mopanie-field and savannah, while the coastal region with Mozambique has more
dense tropical vegetation. Therefore, the dominant colours were browns and beiges.
Abovementioned colour data was compared to the colours currently used on the South African
National Defence Force’s (SANDF) equipment. It was concluded that these camouflage colours were
a very good representation of the colours found amongst the border areas [1].
The measured data is stored in a database, together with location, photographs and a general
description of the area around each data point. During 2004 all the CIELAB values was combined in
one dataset. A colour prediction algorithm was developed, using custom Matlab code. This algorithm
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calculated eight “average colours”, based on the available colour data. These colours were two light
browns, two dark browns, two light greens and two dark greens (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Eight Predicted Colours
It was then postulated that, given enough data points, these “average colours” could be used as
customised colours on camouflage uniforms, designated for a specific area. For example, if a peace
mission to the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is planned, colour measurements of the area
is performed, and these data then used to calculate which colours to be used on the equipment
(specifically camouflage uniforms).

Colours onto fabric
The colour coordinates of the eight “average colours” were supplied to a company that manufactures
the SANDF’s camouflage clothing. Using the current SANDF camouflage pattern, but different
combinations of the calculated colours, sixteen different colour schemes were achieved, using
standard screen-printing technique. These combinations were, amongst others, different dark- and
light green, as well as dark- and light brown patterns. Camouflage shirts were then manufactured
(Figure 3).

Evaluation of colours
Thirteen of the camouflage shirts were then evaluated in the field. The procedure was as follows: each
uniform was propped (separately) at the same location in the field, and digital photographs were taken
of each uniform. Care was taken to ensure that each photograph covered the same area, and have the
same camera settings (aperture and shutter speed). The RAW-format images were also used, in order
to minimise the image processing that take place in the camera software. No compression was also
done on the imagery, to ensure minimum loss of information.
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Figure 3: Two of the Uniforms Manufactured and Evaluated

These digital photographs were then evaluated, using MATLAB’s image processing toolbox and
custom code. The raw digital data was imported into MATLAB. The RGB-values (red, green, blue) of
the uniform were selected, and matched to the rest of the image. A tolerance of +-2 on each of the
RGB-channels was allowed, to compensate for pixel-noise. The number of matching pixels was
recorded, and the percentage matching pixels were calculated as follows:

% MatchingPixels( MP) =

NP
* 100
TP

where NP = Number of Matching Pixels in Image
TP = Total Number of Pixels of the Image
Above relationship gave an indication of the colour match of the uniform to the environment. An
example of the matching pixels is shown in Figure 4. The results for all the uniforms are shown in
Table 1. The highest values are marked in green, and the lowest values in orange.

Figure 4: Calculation of MP
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Table 1: MP values for the different designs
Design no
% Matching Pixels
(MP)
NO1
28.9
NO2
46.0
NO3
31.1
NO4
21.9
NO5
18.7
NO6
16.0
NO7
31.5
NO8
45.7
NO12
29.3
NO13
32.0
NO14
48.1
NO15
46.8
NO16
38.1

Conclusions
Thirteen different colour designs have been evaluated in one scene, with the uniforms deployed both
in full sunshine and broken shade. After image analyses the findings are as follows:
The patterns containing only greens did not perform very well. The reason for this is that the
greens on the uniforms did not match the greens in the scene very well.
The patterns that have a mixture of brown and green (predominantly brown appearance) matched
the scene’s colours very well. The browns matched the soil and rocks much better than is the case
for the match between the greens and the foliage.
It can therefore be concluded that design NO14 matched the scene’s colours the best.

Future work
The first question that arises when colours comparisons, using digital cameras, is undertaken, is how
accurate these colour are represented by these cameras. He author is currently busy with an
uncertainty model, in order to quantify and qualify the colour reproduction of these sensors.
The second question is: how do these digital comparisons, using only the RGB camera values,
compare with the human eye’s perception of the same scene? More specifically, the author is
interested in the question: “Which of the abovementioned uniforms will fit a certain environment the
best?” A comparison between the uniforms, using human subjects, will be undertaken in the near
future.
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Optical Characteristic Of Ink Jet Prints Conditioned By
Substrate Ageing
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Abstract
Mobile phones play a critical role in communication in South Africa. Interesting questions regarding
the colour of the keypad and LCD display backlighting of the mobile phones arose during luminance
measurements done in the CSIR NML laboratory on the keypads and displays for the local market. It
was decided to perform a survey to establish the following:
• What colours are preferred by the end user and does culture, age or any other factor like
perception play a role? What colours are preferred by the mobile companies and why?
• Are there fashion trends with regard to the backlighting and is it expected to change soon?
• Does the manufacturer have requirements for the colour specified by the customer? Are there
international or national specifications specifying requirements for the colour of the backlighting
and is there a need to standardise on the colour requirements?

1. Introduction
Mobile phones play a very important role in South Africa and have developed to the extent that
they are used for music downloads, text messaging, video games and video calls. It is now also
performing the function of personal piggy banking. Mobile phone banking systems have been
introduced and it is hoped that it will bring millions of poor South Africans into the official
economy for the first time. It is a high-tech solution designed to help poor people in remote areas
who have never had access to banks, cash machines or credit cards.1
Statistics given on the internet indicate that the potential market size for mobile phones in South
Africa by 2006 is 19 million users. Over 9 000 users sign up per day. GSM network bases cover
more than 60 % of the geographical area of South Africa and more than 70 % of the population.2
With this information as background it is important to establish what role the features, in
particular the colour of the backlighting, of the mobile phone plays for the South African user.

2. CSIR NML Survey
Since colour is regarded to be a psychophysical concept3 and it is known to be influenced by
factors like suggestion, knowledge, emotion, etc.4 it was decided to send out a questionnaire to
various users. The questionnaire included questions on age group, gender, make of mobile phone,
colour of backlighting, future choices, contrast, culture, fashion trends and standardisation.
A total of 206 questionnaires were returned and the statistical data of the respondents is given in
Figure 1.
It is interesting to note that the highest percentage of response was received from the 40 – 50 year
male group. Low percentages of feedback were obtained from the < 20 years and > 65 years due
to the main target market reached.
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Figure 1 – Statistical data of respondents

3. Results of the survey
Colour of the current mobile phone keypad and display backlighting
86 % of the respondents said that the colour of the backlighting did not play any role at all when
they selected their mobile phone. Other features like the camera, radio, walkman, battery life,
functionality, size and calendar functions were indicated to be more important. 14 % has indicated
that the colour played a role and gave reasons for their choice such as the following: colour choice
and preference, clarity, visibility, colour screen for cameras and videos, modern, calming, latest
fashion trends and appealing look. The colours of the current mobile phones are given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – Colours of keypad and display backlighting
3.2 Colour choices for future mobile phone keypad and display backlighting
The question was asked whether they think the colour matters now and what colour would they
prefer now. The picture changed quite significantly. Could that be due to suggestion?
65 % still said that is of no importance to them and 35 % indicated that it will be important now
when selecting a mobile phone. A variety of colours were given as the preferred colour, but the
colour blue was by far the most popular choice. The reasons given for choosing blue included the
following: Attractive, visibility, same colour used before, discreet colour (does not attract much
attention from other people), favourite colour and easier to read in low illuminance conditions.
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Results of measurements done on a couple of mobile phones in the laboratory showed that the
luminance of the backlighting of the blue ones selected for measurements was significantly higher
than the others.
A number of persons complained about the visibility of the display when illuminated by the sun
and some thought that a display with white backlighting could be the solution, but others
disagreed.
The colour choices of the respondents are given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Colour choices
3.3 Contrast between lettering and backlighting of display
The results showed that contrast is more important to the mobile phone user. 65 % indicated that
they consider it to be important as it ensures readability. As expected the majority vote came from
the 40 -50 years, 50 – 65 years and > 65 years age groups. It was, however, very interesting to see
that only 30 % of people made adjustments to their phone settings to obtain better contrast.
Do culture, image and fashion trends play a role?
Only 11 % of the respondents thought that culture could play a role. Some of them were of the
opinion that it will be part of the culture of the younger generation. There was no indication that
the colour choices were influenced by racial preferences. Some of our respondents pointed out
that some colours have specific meanings and messages in their culture, but will not be involved
at all when the colour of the backlighting is chosen.
As expected 93 % of the youngsters in the age group < 20 years said that the latest fashion trends
will most definitely influence their colour choice in future while 30 % of the total population
voted yes. The response to the question whether the colour is an important part of your image
gave 16 % of the total number of positive votes on the total number of questionnaires and a
surprisingly 15 % of the male respondents in the age group 40 – 50 years.
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4. Standardisation on the colour requirements of mobile phones
During a search done using the ANSI NSSN search engine for standards the results showed that
21 standards exist world wide on mobile phones, but none of these include requirements for
colour. Emphasis is placed on requirements for radio interference, EMC, vehicle interface, etc.
Apparently the private standards, as far as it could be established, also do not include
requirements. The mobile companies select the colour to enhance their image.
Our survey showed that a majority of 99,5 % of the respondents voted that there should not be
standardisation. The common reason stated was that it is a personal choice that should not be
regulated. A small number of people was concerned about readability and thought standardisation
could ensure this.

5. The opinion of local mobile phone distributors
Some of the major companies were contacted by phone or visited to get their opinion. Their
experience agreed with the results of our survey and could be summarised as follows:
• Most people will go for the latest models of phones and will not be concerned about the
colour of backlighting. They are more concerned about the special features like cameras and
video calling at the moment. As a result of this the number of Mega Pixels of the camera and
in some cases, whether the screen could provide the ‘magical number’ of 256 k colours are of
greater importance.5 For obvious reasons the memory size and battery life are the most
important considerations .
• It is only with older people (40 years and older) and people with eyesight problems that
contrast and colour of the display and the size of the keys are considered to be important.

6. Conclusion
The results of the survey showed that the colour of backlighting of the keypad and display of the
mobile phone are not regarded as critical as some of the other fashionable features of the phones.
It should not be regulated since it is regarded as personal choice and preference. However, the
colour and in particular the contrast become more important for the older generation and people
experiencing problems with their eyes.
During the survey information was obtained about the latest development in displays. It is a highcontrast (ensures visibility in sunlight), low-power display called the Nano Chromics Display
(NCD) and according to the manufacturers this is the display of the future that will replace the
LCD displays.6 Will this lead to another survey in future?
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Color In Fashion And In The Artistic Vanguard
Rubén Gramón
FADU UBA
Argentina
Abstract:
History is an inexhaustible source of ideas for designers, particularly the first decades of the 20th
Century where a close relation between fashion and artistic vanguard can be found. The analysis of
from the Theory of Color allows us to recognize similitude’s and differences to deepen our knowledge
of them and enable us for teaching design.
The Belle Époque with its intense colors find its correlate in the brilliant tones of the Fauvists. The
Art Deco and its expressions in black and white where influenced by the neutral colors of Cubism.
Surrealism and the return to intense colors with the introduction of cyclamen by Elsa Schiapparelli.
The Second World War and the return to a de-saturated key came together with Abstract Art. Fashion
and the artistic vanguard, since usually never described from a formalized knowledge like the Theory
of Color, has been used historically as models to be copied by hiding their characteristic rules.
Through a comparative analysis of fashion and the artistic vanguard of the first decades of the 20th
Century this rules can be recognized and though operate with them in the design practice.
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The World of Colours in Hairdressing
Ms. Charmaine Joubert
National technical co-ordinator
Goldwell RSA
South Africa
The Meaning of Color
Colors transmit messages and generate emotion relating to cultural influences and personal
experiences, but also to purely biological facts. By using various colors, we make use of the
messages and emotions they represent to help us achieve our goals.
You may have noticed that fashion designers, for example, use bright and lively colors on their
models in spring time, whereas during winter, more sombre, conservative colors dominate the
catwalk. Fashion designers are very deliberate in their use of color, just as a lady will chose a red
dress to make herself more seductive.
Light and Shine
Why do some objects shine and others do not?
The surface texture of an object such as the hair will influence the shine of the object.
o
Only a smooth, even surface can completely reflect incoming light rays. Such surfaces, a new
car for example, are therefore perceived shiny to the human eye.
o
In the same way, for hair to appear naturally shiny, light needs to be reflected off a smooth
surface. This requires healthy hair, i.e. the cuticle layer lies smooth and close to the hair shaft
representing a flat even surface.
o
Due to the fact that hair, especially lighter hair, has a tendency to be transparent, a kind of
reverse reflection takes place. This occurs at the underside of the hair facing the light.
o
If the light penetrating the hair is refracted or diffused by an uneven inner structure, the hair
will appear less shiny and the perceived depth of color will be impaired.
What persuades people to change their hair color?
Their reasons will be as diverse as your clientele: they may include the simple desire for change, a
new fashion trend, a special occasion – each and every client will have their own personal motivation,
and it is for this reason that a color treatment is so much more than simply a chemical process – it
involves emotions such as expectation, anticipation, trust, but also mistrust and anxiety.
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The Study on Development of Device Independent Color
Analysis Program in the Field of Fashion
Yeon sook Noh
Chung-Ang University
Korea
Abstract
This study describes the development process of a program which enables the analysis of colors using
digital cameras. The analysis of colors heretofore in use employs either professional color measuring
instruments such as a colorimeter or a spectrophotometer, or colorimetric method with human eyes
(macrographic measurement). Using professional instruments, the results of color measuring are
accurate and objective. However, the machines are expensive and intricate to use.
The program developed in this study is one means to measure correct and objective colors without a
professional instrument. The results of the study suggest color measuring using a universal device,
digital cameras. That kind of devices operate on device- dependent color system, a color of an object
could vary from camera to camera, because of the characteristics of color processing. Therefore,
digital cameras were not adequate to measure colors up to now. In this study, a concept of color
management system (CMS) is introduced to overcome the limits.
In this article, detailed progress of developing the program is described, centering on the
development of the camera profile generating program. Moreover, the accuracy and applicability of
the profiles generated by the program is examined by comparing and analyzing profiles of other
profile generating programs.
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ABSTRACT
We dyed 11 kinds of fabrics with only fresh leaves of the Japanese indigo plant. The dyeing
methods are the printing and the dip dyeing. The printing, the hue range was from 5B to 5PB. But the
nylon fabric was dyed in the color of the purple. The dip dyeing, the hue range was from 10B to 5PB.
The acetate rayon could show higher value of the chroma than the natural fibers. We can dye the
fabrics such as wool, silk, acetate rayon, nylon and vinylon uniformly by the dip dyeing which
extracts indican from the fresh leaves of the Indigo plant.
It became clear in this study that the fresh leaves of the indigo plant can dye various kinds of
fabrics to the each different blue color. These dyeing methods were moreover safe, and we do not
have to worry therefore about environmental pollution.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of colors in the environmental area where we live. People liked beautiful colors
from the ancient time and used natural dye and pigment for their life. Speaking of dye, it is a synthetic
dye now. However, people are still interested in the dyeing with the vegetable dyes that uses the
leaves of the plant, the flower, the bark and the root. Main plant dye for dyeing is the indigo plant and
the madder from the ancient times to the first half of the 19th century. As the place of origin of a
natural indigo plant is called Bengal or Madras in India. The indigo plant is cultivated widely now in
many areas of the world. There are many kinds of natural indigo plant: Polygonum tinctorium L.,
which lives from the subtropical zone to the temperate zone, Indigofera tinctoria L.: the tropical to the
subtropical zone, Strobilanthes flaccidifolius D.C. in the subtropical zone, and Isatis oblongata D.C.
in the temperate Zone. In Japan, two kinds of indigo plants such as Polygonum tinctorium L. and
Strobilanthes flaccidifolius D.C. are used for dyeing. Though the method of indigo dyeing with the
fresh leaves of Polygonum tinctorium L. was not general, we chose this method in this study. We do
not use chemicals for dyeing, because we intend to
Table 1 The experimental fabrics
use this study as the
teaching materials of an
Weight
Muncell notation
elementary school. In this
Fabric
Symbol
2
(g/50cm
)
H
V
C
study, we dyed the fabric
Wool
W
0.7
6.84Y
8.81 0.90
by two methods with the
Silk
S
0.4
4.11Y
9.13 0.76
fresh leaves of the
Cotton
C
0.6
N
9.39
Japanese indigo plant. We
Cupurammonium Rayon
CR
0.5
3.11Y
8.77 0.76
measured by the spectroRayon
R
0.4
N
9.28
photometer the fabric
Acetate Rayon
AR
0.4
7.36Y
9.14 0.29
which we dyed with the
Promix
PM
0.7
4.19Y
9.19 0.67
indigo plant. We suggested
Polyester
P
0.3
3.92PB 8.65 0.65
that our study was
Nylon
N
1.0
2.05GY 8.77 0.34
effective for the teaching
Modacrylic
A
0.3
6.75Y
9.13 0.94
materials of an elementary
Vinylon
V
0.5
N
9.32
school.
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2. METHOD
We sowed the seeds of the Japanese indigo plant in this spring and got the fresh leaves which we
could dye in the summer after about 3 months. By the way, the average temperature of April was 13
degrees celsius, and it was in July 26.5 degrees celsius in the summer. We dyed various fabrics with
only fresh leaves of the indigo plant in these experiments.
Table 1 shows the summary of the test fabrics which we used for experiments. As for one piece
of fabrics size; the width is 10cm at 5cm length. We tried two kinds of dyeing methods.
Figure 1 shows the method of the printing. In other words we put one piece of fresh leaf on the
fabric and dyed it by striking it with a hammer.
Figure 2 shows the method of the dip dyeing. We poured at first heated water in a beaker, in
which we had put fresh leaves and then we kneaded the leaves. We added then the juice of the newer
fresh leaves to the solution and thus we made the dye solution. In both dyeing methods, we rinsed the
dyed fabrics in the water carefully.
We measured the dyed
fabrics with the spectrophotometer. The measuring instrument
is SZ-Σ90 which is made in
Nippon Denshoku Industries Co.,
Ltd. of Japan. We analyzed the
colors with the color management
software that was attached to the
spectrophotometer. The name of
Spectrophotometer
the software is Color Mate 5. We
chose 2 degrees in the field of
vision angle as a measurement
condition in the C source of light.
Figure 1 The method of the printing with a hammer
Because the condition of this field
of vision angle is necessary so
that measurement data can be
converted into Munsell notation.
3. RESULTS
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The leaf of Polygonum
tinctorium L. which is the
Japanese indigo plant includes the
colorless, water-soluble indican.
When the leaf tissue is destroyed,
the indican is hydrolyzed into the
indoxyl and the glucose by the
indicanase included in the leaf.
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Figure 2 The method of the dip dyeing in a beaker1
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Figure 3 Scheme of the production of indigo
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The indigo generates by the oxidation after two molecules of the indoxyl did polymerism (Figure 3).
First of all we measured the color of 11 kinds of the fabrics which we did printing.
Figure 4 shows the Munsell hue of each fabric which we dyed. In the case of the printing, the hue
range of the indigo blue of the most fabrics was from 5B to 5PB. However, as for acetate rayon,
polyester and nylon, the hue ranges were wide in comparison with the other dyed fabrics. Above all,
the dyed nylon fabric was reddish, and the hue range was from 7.6B to 6.5P.
Figure 5 shows the relation between value and chroma when we did printing. The wool showed
the highest property of the printing among 11 kinds of fabrics, value was 4.1 and chroma was 3.2.
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Chroma of printing

The chroma of the dyed polyester
8
and the dyed vinylon was approximately
similar to natural fiber such as wool, silk
and cotton.
We measured then the color of 11
6
kinds of fabrics which we did dip dyeing.
Figure 6 shows the Munsell hue of
each fabric which we dyed. In the case of
S
V
4
dip dyeing, the hue range of the indigo
C
W
P
blue of the most fabrics was from 10B to
CR
R
AR
5PB. The hue of such as cotton, rayon and
N
2
A
modacrylic is from 7.5BG to 5B, but dye
PM
property of those fabrics is low.
Figure 7 shows the relations be0
tween value and chroma when we did dip
dyeing. The wool and the silk showed both
0
2
4
6
8
low value in value and chroma. These
Chroma of dip dyeing
fabrics were dyed with dark blue. The
acetate rayon which is semi-synthetic fiber
Figure 8 Relation between chroma of
was dyed in bright blue. And the chroma
the dyeing fabrics in printing and dip
showed the highest value in 11 kinds of
dyeing
fabrics. Even if it was a synthetic fiber,
nylon and vinylon were dyed under the
same condition of dip dyeing.
Figure 8 shows relation between chroma of dyeing fabrics in printing and dip dyeing. The value
of the chroma of fabrics such as cotton, rayon, silk, wool, cuprammonium rayon and modacrylic is
high in the case of printing. Above all, the value of the chroma is high in the printing of cotton and
rayon. The value of the chroma of fabrics such as acetate rayon, nylon, promix, polyester and vinylon
is high in the case of dip dyeing. The acetate rayon could show higher value of the chroma than the
natural fibers.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The printing by the fresh leaves of the Japanese indigo plant is effective because there is dyeingaffinity for the chemical fibers too. The nylon fabric is dyed in the color of the purple in printing by
the fresh leaves. The reason is because indirubin of the red pigment which is included in the natural
indigo plant is generated in the dyeing process2. We can use this dyeing method as the good teaching
materials in an elementary school, because the forms of the leaves themselves of the indigo plant are
copied on fabrics. Anyone can print easily if they prepare the fresh leaves, fabrics, an adhesive tape
and a hammer. We used nothing than the fresh leaves in the dip dyeing as in the printing.
We can dye the fabrics such as wool, silk, acetate rayon, nylon and vinylon uniformly by the dip
dyeing which extracts indican from the fresh leaves with hot water. It became clear in this study that
these teaching materials were safe, and therefore we do not have to worry about environmental
pollution.
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Color As A Specific Feature And Cojoint With Other
Features In Experiments On The Appearance Of Complex
Test Objects
Lucia R. Ronchi
Via Suor Maria Celeste, 50125
Florence
Italy
n.rositani@flashnet.it
Abstract
Aim of the work. The present POSTER aims at describing a method, object of our research, we
started developing a few years ago, capable of quantifying, on the basis of visual appearance, the
amount of information conveyed by a complex sample (e.g. a textile), relatively to a reference. It
seems susceptible of some applications: a), to classify the textiles according to their degree of visual
complexity; b), as a guide for combining a pair of complex samples, according to a given criterion, c),
for educational purposes, because of the underlying plethora of notions of advanced flavour.
The experimental method
The display presented to the observer is rectangular, and consists of two juxtaposed samples, the test
and the reference, sharing the same height (10°). The width (S) of the display ranges from 4° to 30°
For a given test sample and for a given reference, the ratio of their areas is varied, by shifting
horizontally, in discrete steps, a horizontal mask through which the display is seen, until a match is
obtained, by the use of the constant stimuli procedure.
Now, the peculiarity of the method is the kind of match requested to the observer. There are various
possibilities: either the match of the intrapair information contents, or the match of visual saliencies or
the “symmetry”, in the broader sense of the term, that is, beyond the purely geometrical one) , or the
aspect ratio, as referred to that magic deviation from the geometrical symmetry, named Divine
Proportion of Golden Ratio.
The results of a number of sessions are visualized by displaying the ratio of the areas at the intra-pair
match versus the intrapair luminance contrast. The shape of these plots exhibits a clear dependence on
the degree of spatial complexity of the test objects used.
The reference sample used in each trial may consist either of a step of a grey scale, of variable
reflectance factor from trial to trial, or of a patterned sample the spatial structure of which is somehow
related to that of the test sample. For instance, it seems of interest the case where the two paired
samples are gratings, and their differences in spatial frequency are such as to pass from assimilation to
simultaneous contrast.
The underlying visual mechanisms
In the “captivity” of the visual laboratories, color appearance is widely investigated by the use of
isolated uniform samplers, or for various color combinations, and the general trend consists in
investigating and model of “local” response to color regarded as a specific feature. A wide literature
describes the influences of various environmental factors on the appearance and discrimination of a
local color, generally one at a time, while the others are “frosted”.
Now, the simple situations are rarely met in the real world, which is complex by definition, so that the
local response is replaced a global response, resulting from the coexistence of various stimulus
features which interact, and act cojointly, in a multidimensional space. It escapes from the constraints
of the traditional metrology, and a new metrological approach is to be sought for.
Note that our experiment, above described is a first step towards this new metrology, since the
psychophysical responses we used at the match differ from the traditional ones, and might be referred
to those used since long: in the matter of color harmony. in Munsell’s experiments, dated 1905 the
cojoined stimulus features were Area, Value and Chroma, while, from the seventies on, Heggelung
considered the chroma dependencies on the luminance level as referred to the coming into play of
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greyness and blackness. We have been gathering several data by including also texture, flat or rough,
regular or quasi-random, and there is yet much to work in this area.
The situation is conceptually well presented by computational modelling, based on a sequence of
internal representations, from early vision to higher centers, including cognition and even reaching the
“mindsight”, abstract vision and symbolism.
In conclusion, the responses to the various features remain segregated up to an early features map,
beyond which they lose their specificity, interact and operate in conjunction, even by compensating
each other, to allow the optimal “tuning” with the appropriate central units. In the cojoint regimen,
only the global response is of interest for the experimenter, as if the appearance of the single features
were a “hidden” ingredient.. However, because of the visual multiplexing, the various features result
in their appearance, even in a complex situation, although through a coarse mode, and with a partial
failure of discrimination. For instance, for the color features the appearance is dominated by color
categorization, and the discrimination partially fails because of (even if incomplete) perceptual
constancy, which, contrary to what is requested in the laboratory, in the real world is only devoted to
recognition (without specifying which, among the several cues, is the “winner that takes all” at the
site of the final decision).
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Estimation of a Dyed Textile's Original Color based on
Model of Discoloring Process
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Evaluation of Colour Harmony of Thai Observers for CRTColour Samples
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Colour Vision in Quality Assurance
Ms Heleen Temple
Fibre & Polymer Technology
South African Bureau of Standards (SABS)
Abstract:
Introduction
In the world about 12 - 20 percent (depending on whose figures you want to believe) of the white,
male population and a tiny fraction of the female population are colour-blind (No accurate figures
have been published on the Ishihara’s test where used on a black / coloured population).
For the colour-blind, most of these circles are nothing but spots. Below are the correct answers to
what a person with normal colour vision would see - and what a person see with Red-Green colourblindness. When you see what they can't see, you may understand why it's so tough for them to find
the right socks and why we they like bright colours, which are more easily identifiable.
What is Colour Vision Deficiencies?
Normal colour vision is described as trichromatic. This term originates from colour-matching studies.
In colour matching experiments, trichromats can match any colour by a mixture of three primary
colours. There is a considerable amount of variance in colour-matching abilities of normal
trichromats.
One form of colour vision deficiency is referred to as anomalous trichromatic. Anomalous trichromats
can match any colour by a mixture of three primary colours, but their matches are different from
normal trichromats.
A second form of colour vision deficiency is described as dichromatic. In colour matching
experiments, dichromats can match any colour by a mixture of only two primary colours.
A third, very rare form of colour vision deficiency is called monochromatic. Monochromats cannot
discriminate colours and perceive only shades of grey. Individuals with monochromatic vision are
truly colour-blind (achromatopsia).
Besides these congenital colour vision deficiencies, there are also acquired colour vision deficiencies.
These may be caused by illness or injury. Colour discrimination also declines with age. The loss of
discrimination is larger for blues-yellows than for reds-greens, partly because of increased absorption
of short wavelength light in the lens.
Interesting Colour Tools:
An interesting site that purports to display colours in such a way as to see them with normal colour
vision and to show to a person with normal colour vision what they would look like to someone who
has different kinds of colour blindness. Interesting concept! It is something that any teacher or public
communicator should no and it is important for the colour-blind to speak-up should they realize that
they do not see all the facts!!
http://colorfilter.wickline.org/colorblind/filter/ This page allows you to enter a web page URL and
brings it back supposedly as a colour-blind person would see it.
Colour vision testing
For children and non-learned individuals tests have been designed that use simple objects and
symbols making colour vision testing fun, quick and easy for all age groups, including preschool
children. The “Colour Vision Testing Made Easy” test contains 14 different cards and takes only a
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minute to administer and score - making it invaluable for large vision screenings. The test is divided
into two parts.
Part I has simple symbols (circle, star, square) to test the colour vision of the general public. These
cards feature two objects, so a colour deficient person can see one of the objects. This way he or she
sees something and does not get discouraged or self-conscious. It also validates that the person
understands the test and is trying their best.
Part II has objects such as a dog, balloon and boat turning colour vision testing into a fun game of
matching or tracing for young children, as well as individuals with learning disabilities or those who
are non-communicative
Benefits of these tests
•
Inexpensive pediatric pseudoisochromatic colour vision test that makes testing fun, quick and
easy for "all" age groups, especially 3-6 year old pre-school children.
•
Comprehensive, validated and 100% Ishihara compatible.
•
Easily identified objects (circle, star, square, boat, dog and balloon) can be identified by
children as young as 3 years old.
•
Children do not need to know their numbers.
•
Only takes a minute to administer and score making it invaluable for any size vision
screening.
•
Ideal for learning disabled, language barrier, non-verbal or non-communicative patients.
•
Preferred colour vision test for "Prevent Blindness Vision Screening Programs" and "Special
Olympic Athletes" worldwide because of its simplicity and recognizable international
symbols.
•
Proven to be more accurate than the Farnsworth Lantern and D-15 at detecting mild colour
deficient patients.
•
Response patterns of the normal and colour deficient child is very clear-cut so that a diagnosis
is made with a high degree of confidence.
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Texture Effect on Visual Colour Difference Evaluation
Using the Texture Pairs
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A comparison of various methods for establishing the
relationship between structure and colour for fibre blends
in yarn
G. D. Banyard, T. Cassidy, S. Westland
School of Design, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK
S. A. Grishanov
De Montfort University, Leicester, LE1 9BH, UK
Corresponding author: G. D. Banyard (g.d.banyard@leeds.ac.uk)
In this paper we compare the accuracy of existing and novel methods for determining the colorimetric
colour of blended yarn based on the percentage of each fibre type used in the blend. We utilise
information from 106 yarns comprising blends of up to 3 PAN fibre colours. Neural network,
experimental and theoretical models are considered, notably the Kubelka-Munk, Friele and StearnsNoechel methods. Results indicate that, whilst all methods have a range of accuracy, either an
enhanced theoretical approach or a neural network method is best suited to modelling the problem.
1. Introduction
The colour of a yarn is determined by two sets of factors – the colour and shape of the constituent
fibres and the position and orientation of those fibres within that yarn. These constituent fibres can all
be of the same colour, but a single yarn can be composed of different types and colours of fibres.
Although these ‘melange’ or ‘blended’ yarns may appear mottled, they can be considered to possess a
single average colorimetric / spectrophotometric colour value.
Although derived for randomly distributed isotropic media, most theoretical models are based on the
Kubelka-Munk equation1: a subtractive-mixing model commonly used for predicting the colour of
single-colour dyed yarn. The single-constant form of the Kubelka-Munk equation was employed by
Davidson2. However, both Burlone3 and Amirshahi4 used models developed on the two-constant
Kubelka-Munk equation 1, 5 with varying degrees of success. The earliest of the theoretical approaches
is the Friele model6, 7, which is based on the Lambert-Beer law, Kubelka-Munk theory1 and an
empirically-derived scattering function proposed by Pineo8.
Prior to all of these were the purely empirical methods such as the 1944 Stearns-Noechel9. More
recently Thevenet10 has applied a neural network approach to the problem of predicting the colour
change from un-spun blended roving to yarn. It thus seems logical to extend the neural network
method to our problem: Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have proven to be useful in a great number
of recent colour problems such as the characterisation of colour cameras11 and in colour prediction
problems12.
In this paper we compare the accuracy of existing and novel methods for determining the colorimetric
colour of melange yarns, using existing data and information from 106 PAN blended yarns. For the
various blend percentages of three colours of PAN fibre (red, green and blue) structural and
spectrophotometric data are obtained. These results are compared to existing models, notably: the
single constant Kubelka-Munk2, 4; Friele6,7; Stearns-Noechel 9, 13; and Phillips-Invernizzi’s revision of
the Stearns-Noechel13. These are then compared and contrasted with alternative models, and finally a
neural-network model. The strengths of each are compared and contrasted.
2. Theory
A melange yarn is created by mixing n different fibre colours with proportions xi . Based on this xi
and knowledge regarding certain yarn properties (such as the twist and count) and fibre properties
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(such as the fibre diameter and its reflectivity) we wish to obtain the wavelength dependent
reflectance factor Rblend (λ ) from which colorimetric values (e.g. CIE XYZ) can be estimated.
2.1. The Mixture Function
Most blend-colour models separate the problem of correlating the blend proportions xi to the
reflectance R (λ ) into two equations: defining a mixture function f (λ , R,ψ ) and defining a

relationship between the mixture function and xi . The mixture function f (λ , R,ψ ) depends on the

wavelength λ , the reflectance R , and ψ [...] which represents any set of variables used to describe the

physical and optical properties of the yarn and fibre. ψ [...] . For previous research the mixture
function relationship has typically been a simple, additive linear relationship 9, 6, 2, 3, 2, 4, 13, 7 between the
blend mixture function f blend and the mixture function for all n identically produced single-colour
yarns f i :
n

f blend (λ , Rblend ,ψ [...]) = ∑ xi f i (λ , Ri ,ψ [...])

(1)

i =1

To predict a blend reflectance we then simply: obtain the constituent f i mixture functions from
measurements of the reflectance for the n single colour yarns, calculate the f blend using equation (1)
and then rewrite the mixture function to obtain an equation that expresses R in terms of f blend .
2.2. Single Constant Kubelka-Munk model
For a large scattering coefficient S (λ ) or a media that is thick enough to become optically opaque,
then the basic form of the Kubelka-Munk equation5 can be employed using equation (1).

f km1 (λ ) =

K (λ ) (1 − R(λ ))
=
S (λ )
2 R (λ )

2

(2)

2.3. Stearns-Noechel model
The Stearns-Noechel model again uses equation (1) but this time with the additive function as,

f SN (λ ) =

1 − R(λ )
b(R(λ ) − 0.01) + 0.01

(3)

b is a dimensionless constant, established for any specific blend via experimental measurement.
Phillips-Invernizzi13 proposed an enhanced version that incorporated a wavelength dependent b term,
1
(0.12λ + 42.75)
b = 1000
(4)
2.4. Friele model
Whilst equation (1) is still utilised, the additive term is derived from Beer’s law, utilising equation (2)
in the process. Thus we obtain,

f FR (λ ) = e −σ (1− R (λ ))

Where

2

/ ( 2 R ( λ ))

(5)
is known as the Friele parameter and varies for different fibre types.

2.5. Neural Network model
Artificial neural networks crudely mimic the behaviour of neurons in the human brain: a set of
neurons can be tailored to receive a set of inputs and deliver a set of outputs, and then by showing it
examples of typical input and output information it can be trained to predict outputs based on any
desired input set. It has been shown that ANNs can be trained to accurately fit almost any continuous
function14.
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A feed-forward backpropagation network can be designed and trained to predict the blend reflectance
Rblend based on only the blend proportions xi and the wavelength λ . Using a 3-layer model (input,
output and one hidden layer of neurons) we can create m separate networks each with an n element
input vector (the proportions of all n fibre types) predicting a single element output (blend reflectance)
for a discrete set of m wavelengths. This is in many ways equivalent to a single partially connected
ANN. The advantage of this method is two-fold: neural networks respond better when their inputs are
of a similar “type”, and even with normalisation the functional dependence of the output on the
wavelength will be considerably different to the functional dependence on fibre blends proportions;
the advantage of traditional methods is their predictive power, and as such the best ANN solution for
this problem will be one which can train accurately on very little data.
3. Method
For the purpose of this investigation 106 worsted melange yarn samples were produced by
ACORDIS. These consist of various proportions of a red (Geranium), a green (Evergreen), and a blue
(Cobalt) fibre selected from the Acordis' range of 5dTex Polyacrylic Nylon (PAN) (approx. 25 m
diameter) fibres. The yarns were 55.55 Tex, thoroughly mixed by running 7 or 8 times through a Gill
box (6 or 8 draft), and spun into a non-compacted unrelaxed single ply yarn with a single twist of
approx. 240 turns per metre in the Z direction.
To obtain colorimetric data the yarn were wound round standard cardboard cones sufficiently so as to
behave as optically opaque media and the reflectance spectra measured using a Konica Minolta CM3600d spectrophotometer with a 10-mm diameter aperture. Reflectance data (with specular
component included) were taken at 10-nm intervals between 360 nm and 740 nm (note m=39). In
order to minimise experimental error, ten different reflectance spectra were taken for each yarn
retaining the same angle to the aperture and at the same height from the cone base. The average of the
ten measurements was calculated and used to calculate CIELAB coordinates (for the D65 illuminant
and the 1964 standard observer).
The numerical work was developed in MATLAB, making use of its Neural Network toolbox. A
simplex algorithm was used for function fitting, using a mean least squares criterion to the spectral
reflectance. The 39 ANNs were feed-forward backpropagation networks employing a Log sigmoid
transfer function with a three-element input vector, a single element output vector, and a 5 element
hidden layer.
All of the models tested were trained/fitted with various sizes of subset of the reflectance data for the
106 yarn available, ranging from three yarns to all 106 yarn. The quality of the fits achieved were then
based on 2 situations 1) the accuracy of the prediction for all 91 major yarn 2) the accuracy of the
prediction for the 15 small variation yarns.
4. Results and Analysis
Using the mean ∆E of the fit as a measure of how close the colour match is we find that the neural
network model is the clear winner out of the 4 models considered as it is the only model that achieves
an average ∆E less than 1. However, figure (1) clearly indicates that this can only occur when the
training data is in excess of approximately 50 yarns, which may not be feasible in a manufacturing
situation. For lower training set sizes the basic and enhanced Stearns Noechel models appear to be the
best, even if they still average greater than ∆E =1. It is interesting to note that with increasing
training set size there is little variation in the predictive power of the theoretical and empirical models,
possibly indicating that it is the fine functional dependence that they do not adapt to well.
Figures (2a) and (2b) supports the conjecture that the theoretical and empirical models do not adapt
significantly to an increased training set. Only the Neural Network model changes significantly, with
a smaller percentage of the colour predictions falling above ∆E =1.
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As for the 15 fine variation yarns, when trained on the main sets there were significant errors, but
when trained specifically to the small detail sets all models behaved with remarkable accuracy. This is
however unsurprising as the data over such small ranges is smooth and this was moreover a test of
whether the models could fit a smooth curve.

Figure 1: Changes in mean ∆E of fit with increasing training set size for all models

Figures 2a and 2b: Histogram of ∆E for training sets of 10 yarns and 28 yarns
5. Conclusion
Whilst a Neural Network model is the only method to consistently achieve predictions lower than
∆E =1, for a small training (20 yarns or less) set it appears that either the basic Stearns-Noechel or
the Phillips-Invernizzi enhanced Stearns-Noechel model is the closest predictor. I would like to thank
EPSRC for funding this research, Acordis Acrylic Fibres for providing the yarn used, and K.
Beverley, V. Cheung and F. Siewe for their assistance in this endeavour.
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Color, the Architectural Project and Archetypical Images
Dr João Carlos De Oliveira Cesar
Faculdade De Arquitetura E Urbanismo Da Universidade De São Paulo
Brazil
Abstract:
This paper is the result of research being carried out in the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of
the Universidade de São Paulo, on Color in the Architectural Design, and applied studies in a
undergraduate and graduate courses.
In one of the research stages that has the aim of understanding the participation of color in the
development of architectural project in its different phases, what was sought was a deeper
understanding of the possible color relations use that could be analyzed under the prism of archetypal
relations, in accordance with the conceptions of Carl G. Jung.
Jung was not the only one to raise the question of color as an element characteristic of archetypal
images, it being possible to find references to that in the writings of Plato, Dionysus Aeropagite,
Frank H. Mahnke, Manlio Brusatin, Israel Pedrosa, among others. The question is if these studies can
be applied to architecture or not, and in what way.
The paper presents a theoretical approach to the subject, aiming at establishing elements that can
serve as tools in the development of the architectural project as to the achievement of its aims, as also
in the teaching of architecture.
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